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Accumulation!from!below!!Accumulation!from!below!refers!to!the!process!of!broadYbased!accumulation!of!financial!and!social!capital!among!the!rural!and!urban!poor!and!working!class.!In!the!context!of!agriculture,! this! specifically! implies! supporting! the! untapped! potential! of! small! scale!farmers! to! expand! their! production! of! marketable! surpluses! in! order! to! fill! the! gap!between!tiny! food!security!gardens!and!huge!commercial! farms!(Cousins!2007,!2011).!Cousins! refers! to! this! as! a! process! of! agricultural! development! that! ‘delivers! real!improvements!in!the!material!conditions!and!livelihoods!of!the!majority’!(2011.!P16).!
Agroecology!Agroecology! is! a! science,! a! practice! and! a! movement! that! combines! elements! of!traditional! farmers! knowledge! with! elements! of! modern! ecological,! social! and!agronomic! science.! It! aims! to! create! a! dialogue! of!wisdoms! from!which! principles! for!designing!and!managing!biodiverse!and!resilient!farms!(SOCLA!2015).!It!is!grounded!in!the!assumption!that!healthy!ecosystems!produce!more!resilient!agricultural!systems.!!
Food!system!!
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The! food! system,! includes! all! activities,! outcomes! and! drivers! relating! to! the! production,!processing,!distribution,!consumption!and!disposal!of!food.!This!includes:!
● !the! physical! value! chain! by! which! food! is! produced,! processed,! distributed,!consumed!and!disposed!of!






Employment!A!person!(between!15!and!64)!is!considered!to!be!employed!if!during!the!week!before!being! surveyed! they! worked! for! a! wage,! salary! or! commission! or! ran! any! kind! of!business! by! themselves! or!with! other! people.! They!will! be! categorised! as! “employed”!even!if!they!only!worked!for!an!hour!in!that!week!(Wilkinson!2014;!Stats!SA!2018).!
Underemployment!!Persons! in! underemployment! (timeYrelated)! are! employed! persons! who!were! willing!and!available! to!work!additional!hours,!whose! total!number!of!hours! actually!worked!during!the!reference!period!were!below!35!hours!per!week.!(Stats!SA!2018).!!
Unemployment!!Unemployment! is! difficult! to! define! and! there! is! little! agreement! about! how! the!unemployment! problem! should! be! measured,! or! defined! (Byrne! &! Strobl! 2001;!
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Chigunta,!et!al.!2005).!!In!South!African!government! follows!a! ‘narrow’!definition!of!unemployment.!Someone!(aged!15Y65)! is! considered! to!be!unemployed! if! they! capable!of!working!or! starting! a!business!but!had!not!done!so.!In!addition,!they!need!to!have!actively!looked!for!work!or!tried!to!start!a!business!at!some!point!in!the!four!weeks!preceding!the!survey.’!The!ILO!applies!a!similar!definition!to!the!one!ascribed!above.!However,!the!ILO!clearly!state!that!where!labour!absorption!is!inadequate!to!meet!demand!the!criterion!of!needing!to!have!actively!sought!out!work!to!qualify!as!unemployed!should!be!‘relaxed’!(ILO!nd.!P4).!Given! that! South!Africa!has!one!of! the!highest!official!unemployment! rates! in! the!world!(Bhorat!and!Khan!2018),!labour!absorption!has!clearly!been!inadequate!to!meet!demand!for!generations.!This!suggests!the!need!to!liberally!interpret!the!relaxation!the!workYseeking!criterion.!Or!to!do!away!with!it!completely!as!other!emerging!economies!such! as! Peru! and! Malawi! have! done.! The! ILO! also! recommends! that! students! and!homemakers! who! would! like! to! work! but! are! not! actively! seeking! work! should! be!included!(ILO!nd.).!!In!conceptualising!unemployment!this!thesis!applies!an!expanded!definition!that!takes!into!account!the!ILO’s!recommendations.!It!defines!an!unemployed!person!as:!Someone!between!the!ages!of!15!and!65!who!would! like!to!work,! in!a! full!or!partYtime!capacity,!but!who!is!without!any!form!of!livelihood.!!!
Knowledge!network!!A!network!of!individual!actors!and!relationships!which,!collectively,!!provide!knowledge!on!a!particular!field!of!practice.!Actors!within!a!knowledge!network!can!be!individuals,!institutions,! texts!(written,!visual,!audio,!etc)!or!platforms!(Google,!Youtube,!Facebook,!etc).!!
Niche! Niches!are!small!pockets!of!‘radical!innovation’!(Geels!2014.!P3)!within!which!networks!of! actors! support! novelties! (social,! ecological! or! technological)! on! the! basis! of!experimentation!and!shared!visions!(Geels!2012,!Geels!and!Schot!2007).!!
Organic!farming!!According! the! International! Federation! of! Organic! Movements! (IFOAM):! ‘Organic!Agriculture! is! a! production! system! that! sustains! the! health! of! soils,! ecosystems! and!people.! It! relies! on! ecological! processes,! biodiversity! and! cycles! adapted! to! local!conditions,! rather! than! the! use! of! inputs! with! adverse! effects.! Organic! Agriculture!combines! tradition,! innovation! and! science! to! benefit! the! shared! environment! and!promote! fair! relationships! and! a! good! quality! of! life! for! all! involved’! (IFOAM! 2005).!While!similar!in!many!respects!to!agroecology,!organic!farming!implies!a!stricter!code!of!certifiable!practices!governing!farm!management!and!the!use!of!synthetic!inputs.!!
SmallJscale!farming!!In!South!Africa,!the!concept!of!small!scale!or!smallholder!farmer!is!value!laden!(racially!
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Youth!! The!notion!of!!youth!as!a!transitional!period!between!childhood!and!adulthood!is!a!fluid!and! culturally! nuanced! concept.! The! official! classification! of! youth! in! South! Africa! is!anyone!between!the!age!of!14!and!35.!The!African!Union!abides!by!a!similar!definition,!classifying!youth!as!being!between!the!ages!of!15!Y35.!!Given!the!geographic!focus!of!this!thesis,! the! South! African! definition! is! used.! At! times! external! research! based! on! the!African!Union!definition!is!also!presented.!!! !
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foods!(Godfray!et!al.!2010!et!al.!2010;!Joubert!2012;!FAO!2012b;!Tschirley!et!al.!2015);!The!biggest!driver!of!terrestrial!biodiversity!loss!internationally!is!agriculture!(MIA!2015);!Changes!in!land!cover,!largely!for!purposes!of!food!production!has!also!been!a!significant!contributor!to!carbon!emissions,!accounting!for!28Y40%!of!total!anthropogenic!carbon!emissions!from!1850!to!2000!(Houghton!2010).!From!a!marine!perspective,!the!United!Nations!Food!and!Agricultural!Organization!(FAO)!estimates!that!approximately!85%!of!the!world's!fish!stocks!are!either!overexploited!or!exploited!to!their!maximum!potential!(FAO!2012a).!This!biodiversity!and!climate!crisis!combined!with!other!socioYecological!challenges!such!as!soil!degradation!(Lal!2006)!are!intricately!linked!to!the!youth!question!(Losch!2016).!Collectively!they!all!affect,!and!are!affected!by,!the!food!system!(Folke!et!al.!2002;!Nellemann!et.!al.!2009;!HoltYGimenez!&!Patel!2009;!Alkon!&!Agyeman!2011;!Stuckler!&!Nestle!2012;!FAO!2017).!However,!the!food!system!will!not!only!be!driven!by!these!shifts,!but!as!it!changes,!it!will!also!play!a!defining!role!in!driving!change!in!both!society!and!the!environment.!Some!analyses!suggest!that!agriYfood!sector’s!contribution!to!employment!is!as!high!as!80%!for!much!of!the!continent!(Tschirley!et!al.!2015)!and!hence,!changes!in!the!structure!of!the!food!system!will!have!substantial!impacts!on!youth!unemployment!and,!to!a!lesser!extent,!the!nature!and!pace!of!urbanisation.!The!total!number!of!jobs!specifically!in!agriculture!are!likely!to!stabilise!across!most!of!Africa!and!decline!in!South!Africa!(Tschirley!et!al.!2015).!Between!2001!and!2016!the!South!African!agricultural!sector!grew!by!1.9!percent!per!annum!while!shedding!!jobs!at!a!rate!of!2!percent!per!annum.!This!equates!to!a!loss!of!286,101!jobs!for!that!period!(Bhorat!&!Khan!2018).!In!the!face!of!this!type!of!consolidation!and!mechanisation,!far!reaching!reforms!will!be!required!if!South!Africa!is!to!reverse!this!trend!and!transform!the!agricultural!sector!into!an!engine!for!job!creation!(SAIRR!2013;!NPC!2012),!poverty!reduction!and!biosphere!stability!(Baronsky!et!al.!2012;!IPCC!2014).!!Increasing!consolidation!of!national!food!value!chains,!both!vertically!and!horizontally,!acts!as!a!contradictory!force!to!the!equitable!distribution!of!power!and!profit!within!the!food!system!(HoltYGimenez!&!Patel!2009).!In!South!Africa,!despite!growing!revenue!and!a!shrinking!labour!force,!wage!inequality!in!the!agricultural!sector!rose!by!43!percent!between!1995!and!2014!(Bhorat!&!Khan!2018).!Job!shedding!and!the!concentration!of!power!across!the!South!African!food!system!is!likely!to!perpetuate!further!undesirable!trends!in!youth!unemployment,!income!inequality!and!violence!(Joubert!2012;!SAIRR!2013;!Pinnock!2016).!The!adverse!socioYpolitical!implications!of!youth!unemployment!and!rising!socioeconomic!inequality!are!wellYdocumented!and!present!an!increasingly!critical!space!for!engagement.!!In!connecting!these!trends!to!a!coherent!representation!of!the!food!system,!an!extensive!body!of!literature!characterizing!the!current!‘food!regime’!has!emerged!since!Freidmann!&!McMichael!introduced!this!term!in!1987!(Freidmann!1993;!Reardon!et.!al.!2003;!McMichales!2009;!HoltYGiminesz!&!Shattuck,!2011;!Bernstein!2016).!Broadly,!these!texts!describe!the!current!dominant!food!regime!as!a!‘Global!Corporate!Food!Regime’!(McMichales!2009,!p142),!characterized!by!the!largeYscale!commercialization!of!agriculture!with!increasingly!high!levels!of!commodity!specialization,!consolidated!global!supply!chains!and!widespread!‘supermarketisation’!of!the!retail!sector!(Reardon!et!al.!2003).!In!contrast!to!other!regimes!the!corporate!food!regime,!they!argue,!has!risen!to!the!fore!as!a!result!of!an!increasingly!neoYliberal!and!geoYpolitical!landscape,!supported!by!cheap!fossil!fuels!and!ecological!exploitation.!!
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The!tension!emerging!between!the!prevailing!food!regime!and!a!growing!collection!of!food!system!niches!pursuing!different!models!of!development,!centred!around!themes!of!localization,!food!sovereignty!and!agroecology!has!been!highlighted!(McMichaels!2009;!HoltYGiminez!&!Shattuck,!2011).!These!small!pockets!of!innovation!exist!largely!in!opposition!to!the!increasingly!industrialised!global!corporate!food!system.!Generally,!they!assert!the!benefits!of!ecologically!produced!food!distributed!through!shorter!value!chains!in!which!producers!and!consumers!have!a!democratic!voice!in!shaping!the!system.!In!addition,!there!are!also!aims!to!decrease!the!aggregation!of!wealth!by!a!few!large!powerful!corporate!actors,!to!result!in!a!more!equitable!distribution!of!benefits!and!agency.!!Important!to!the!Southern!African!region!is!McMichael’s!(2009)!observation!that!while!the!supermarket!revolution!within!the!current!food!regime!has!led!to!a!proliferation!of!choice!for!some,!it!has!also!contributed!to!generating!populations!of!slumYdwellers!as!rural!inhabitants!are!pushed!out!of!roles!in!agrarian!economies.!This!is!a!phenomenon!Du!Toit!refers!to!in!the!South!African!context!as!jobless!deagrarianization!(Du!Toit!2015),!wherein!consolidation!of!farmland!and!job!losses!in!the!rural!economy!pushes!the!rural!poor!into!urban!centres.!Increasingly,!even!believers!in!neoYliberal!political!development!like!the!World!Bank!are!admitting!that!corporateYled!land!investments!in!Africa!are!not!fulfilling!their!promise!of!employment!creation!for!local!people!(White!2012).!In!considering!responses,!three!ideological!counter!narratives!to!the!neoYliberal!corporatization!of!the!food!system!are!important!to!consider.!These!are!accumulation!from!below!(covered!in!detail!in!section!2.2.4),!agroecology,!and!food!sovereignty.!!Agroecology!forms!the!material!basis!of!production!which,!as!the!name!suggests,!places!ecological!principles!at!the!centre!of!designing!ecologically!sustainable!farming!systems!(Altieri!2009).!!Agroecology!is!a!science,!practice!and!movement!that!combines!elements!of!traditional!farmers!knowledge!with!elements!of!modern!ecological,!social!and!agronomic!science!into!the!design!and!management!of!biodiverse!and!resilient!farms!(SOCLA!2015).!It!is!grounded!in!the!assumption!that!healthy!ecosystems!produce!more!resilient!agricultural!systems.!!Food!sovereignty!is!‘the!right!of!peoples!to!healthy!and!culturally!appropriate!food!produced!through!ecologically!sound!and!sustainable!methods,!and!their!right!to!define!their!own!food!and!agriculture!systems’!(La!Via!Campesina!2007).!!Accumulation!from!below!refers!to!the!process!of!broadYbased!accumulation!of!financial!and!social!capital!among!the!rural!and!urban!poor!and!working!class!(Neocosmos!1993).!In!reflecting!on!the!ideological!positions!of!these!narratives,!important!differences!emerge.!Agroecology!provides!a!somewhat!socioYeconomic!or!classYneutral!lens!onto!the!biophysical!process!of!growing!food.!Some!tensions!do,!however,!exist!between!food!sovereignty!and!accumulation!from!below.!While!both!food!sovereignty!and!accumulation!from!below!are!avidly!proYpoor,!their!understanding!of!how!agrarian!reform!plays!out!over!time!differs.!Accumulation!from!below!acknowledges!the!emergence!of!differentiated!class!structures!Y!even!within!those!presently!marginalised!Y!as!well!as!the!intrinsic!contradiction!in!commodity!relations!and!markets.!Proponents!of!food!sovereignty,!on!the!other!hand,!retain!a!much!stronger,!yet!implicit,!assumption!in!the!potential!of!a!unified!alternative!to!largeYscale!capital.!To!put!if!differently,!the!former!sees!small!and!mediumYscale!farmers!as!highly!differentiated!by!class,!
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and!macro!levels.!In!doing!so,!a!wider!range!of!literature!on!social!movements!and!socioYpolitical!change!are!brought!into!the!framing!of!transition!processes.!!Central!to!these!conceptual!frameworks!(presented!in!more!detail!in!Chapter!2.1)!are!questions!about!how!individual!and!collective!competencies!for!transformation!develop.!!In!thinking!about!largeYscale!systems!shifts,!Carlsson!and!Stankiewicz!(1991)!highlight!the!need!to!consider!the!centrality!of!knowledge!or!the!competence!of!different!actors!who!can!drive!the!transition.!To!briefly!unpack!the!notions!of!knowledge!and!competence,!competence!defines!the!requirements!for!success!in!a!given!task!or!objective!in!more!inclusive!terms!than!speaking!specifically!about!knowledge!or!skills!(ACCME!2017).!!Spencer!et!al.!(1994)!define!competence!as:!‘The!simultaneous!integration!of!knowledge,!skills,!and!attitudes!required!for!performance!in!a!designated!role!and!setting’.!However,!Goodyear!and!Carvalho!(2013,!p50)!note!that!competence!rarely!resides!in!the!head!of!an!individual!alone.!Rather,!!‘a!person’s!competence!is!usually!entangled!in,!and!dependent!on,!a!set!of!social!and!physical!relationships’,!which!implies!that!‘an!expansive!view!of!competence!includes![a]!person’s!ability!to!assemble!and!hold!together!the!entities!needed!for!the!task!at!hand.’!!The!term!competency,!therefore,!brings!together!knowledge,!skills!and!an!element!of!social!capital,!describing!the!practical!application!of!these!three!factors!in!a!particular!physical!and!social!context.!!Acknowledging!the!interrelatedness!of!youth!competencies!and!food!system!transitions,!there!has!been!a!concerted!call!for!increased!investment!and!attention!in!youth!skills!development!in!the!agriYfood!sector!across!the!region!(IFAD!2014;!ReNAPRI!2014;!NPC!2012;!White!2012;!Haggblad!et!al.!2015;!Minde!et!al.!2015;!Tschirley!et!al.!2015;!Losch!2016;!ASSAf!2017).!If!adequately!considered!and!executed,!this!renewed!investment!represents!a!window!of!opportunity!for!mainstreaming!emerging!sustainability!innovations!into!the!food!system!in!order!to!bring!about!change.!Conversely,!if!poorly!conceptualised,!increased!investment!could!further!entrench!the!current!food!regime.!This!thesis!focuses!on!informing!such!an!investment!in!a!way!that!supports!and!accelerates!a!sustainability!transition!in!the!southern!African!food!system.!However,!despite!identifying!the!need!for!a!structural!transition!within!the!food!system,!none!of!the!literature!advocating!for!change!within!the!food!system!grapples!with!the!critical!question!of!young!people's’!interest!in!taking!up!the!difficult!work!this!will!entail.!After!all,!work!is!about!far!more!than!simply!putting!food!on!the!table,!it!is!central!to!the!construction!and!expression!of!personal!identity!(Christiansen!1999).!As!White!(2012),!Swarts!and!Aliber!(2013)!and!others!(Krizinger!2002;!Leavy!&!Smith!2010;!Proctor!&!Lucchesi!2012;!Cognac!2014;!Leavy!&!Hossain!2014;!Losch!2016)!have!highlighted,!conventional!opinion!identifies!a!confounding!situation!in!which!youth!are!turning!their!backs!on!jobs!in!agriculture!despite!highYlevels!of!unemployment!across!the!continent!but!particularly!in!South!Africa.!!This!tension!between!youth’s!apparent!lack!of!interest!in!agriculture!and!the!emphasis!on!youth!and!learning!within!foodYsystem!transitions!brings!us!back!to!the!question!posed!in!the!first!paragraph!of!this!introduction:!In!the!context!of!a!rapid!expansion!of!youth!in!Africa,!how!do!we!think!about!engaging!the!90%!of!youth!who!won’t!make!it!to!tertiary!training!in!transition!processes?!!!








Figure!1.2:!Questions!and!associated!flow!for!3!papers!!!!The!three!papers!presented!in!Chapters!3Y5!address!each!of!these!sequentially.!In!support!of!the!aims!of!this!thesis,!the!four!main!objectives!of!the!study!are!to:!!1. Investigate!youth!attitudes!towards!agricultural!careers!in!South!Africa!(Chapter!3).!!2. Interpret!youth!perspectives!on!agriculture!in!relation!to!agricultural!careers!to!inform!existing!visions!for!what!agricultural!futures!should!look!like!(Chapter!3).!3. Contribute!towards!an!improved!understanding!about!who!and!where!relevant!!knowledge!for!transformative!change!within!the!food!system!will!come!from!(Chapter!4!and!5).!4. Contribute!towards!the!development!of!practical!approaches!for!connecting!youth!to!this!knowledge!(Chapter!4!and!5).!These!findings!are!aimed!at!a!broad!spectrum!of!practitioners,!researchers!and!decision!makers!working!with!youth!in!South!and!Southern!Africa;!in!particular,!grassroots!educational!practitioners!and!those!working!with!youth!in!the!food!system.!!In!addition!to!these!practically!orientated!objectives,!the!research!also!sought!to!contribute!to!theory.!From!a!theoretical!perspective,!the!research!aims!to!contribute!toward!theory!formation!around:!!5. The!dynamics!of!learning!within!sustainability!niches!in!emerging!economy!contexts.!Specifically,!theory!that!considers!how!networks!of!actors!engaging!in!collaborative!innovation!and!learning!at!a!niche!level!contribute!to!changes!at!the!regime!level!(Chapters!4!and!5).!!6. Conceptualizing!communityYbased!approaches!toward!sustainability!education!in!Southern!Africa!(Chapters!3,!4!and!5).!
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Approach:!This!utilised!the!series!of!12!participatory!mapping!sessions!which!were!run!with!a!crossYsection!of!successful!agroecological!farmers!and!related!support!organisations!in!South!Africa.!The!dataYset!was!interpreted!from!an!educational!perspective!!to!identify!!knowledge!acquisition!and!learning!strategies!of!successful!food!system!pioneers.!Based!on!the!findings!this!yielded,!the!authors!reflected!on!ability!of!NetYMap!to!support!learning!in!other!contexts.!!
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where!things!should/could!be)!and!transformation!knowledge!(how!to!move!from!the!current!to!desired!state).!Klein!(2012)!alludes!directly!to!this!in!her!definition!of!action!research!mentioned!above.!!This!research!set!out!with!a!transformational!agenda!and,!as!such,!the!generation!of!transformational!knowledge!was!a!central!objective.!However,!recognition!of!the!need!to!take!youth!perspectives!seriously!implied!working!with!youth!to!generate!knowledge!about!what!they!currently!experienced!(systems!knowledge)!as!well!as!what!they!wanted!(target!knowledge).!The!process!of!doing!this!assisted!in!building!an!understanding!of!how!they!could!be!supported!to!get!what!they!wanted!(transformation!knowledge).!Similarly,!the!search!to!understand!the!nature!of!existing!niche!networks!implied!concurrent!generation!of!substantial!systems!knowledge!about!where!existing!capacity!resided,!along!with!insights!into!how!this!could!be!better!accessed!and!distributed!(transformation!knowledge).!!As!such,!in!designing!the!research!approach!and!in!selecting!methods!for!each!of!the!three!papers,!an!intentional!balance!was!struck.!This!was!a!balance!between!the!generation!of!systems,!target!and!transformation!knowledge.!This!is!summarized!in!Table!1.2!below.!!
Table!1.2.!Methodological!summary!of!three!papers!!! Methodology! Method! Data!generated!! Knowledge!Generated!!Paper!1! Interdisciplinary!! SenseMaker,!narrative!based!enquiry!! Qualitative!and!quantitative! System!&!target!knowledge!!Paper!2! Interdisciplinary!! NetYMap! Qualitative!and!quantitative! System/transformational!Paper!3! Interdisciplinary!! NetYMap!! Qualitative!and!quantitative! System/transformational!
!
1.7.2!!POSITIONING!OF!METHODS,!RESEARCHER!AND!THEORY!!Within!this!type!of!interdisciplinary!research!Y!in!which!the!researcher!is!an!active!and!invested!participant!in!the!system!being!studied!Y!clarifying!the!positionality!of!researcher,!theory!and!methods!becomes!particularly!important!to!the!integrity!of!the!work!(Klein!2012).!!This!section!briefly!positions!the!research!process!and!my!own!personal!relation!to!each!of!the!three!papers!within!the!MultiYLevel!Perspective!(MLP).!In!brief!the!MLP!is!applied!to!the!study!of!transitions!within!complex,!largeYscale,!socioYecological!systems!(Smith,!Vos!and!Grin,!2010).!The!MLP!provides!a!systemsYbased!approach!to!understanding!the!ways!in!which!small!pockets!of!innovation!(niches)!can!disrupt!and!transform!the!mainstream!trajectory!of!a!particular!dominant!system!(regime)!in!the!context!of!wider!changes!taking!place!across!a!given!system!‘landscape’.!!The!MLP!and!other!frameworks!for!thinking!about!transitions!such!as!SocioYecological!Transformations,!are!covered!in!depth!in!Chapter!2.1.3.!!!Each!of!the!three!papers!presented!in!this!thesis!relate!to!understanding!the!dynamics!of!transition!at!a!particular!point!in!the!MLP.!!
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Figure!1.4:!Paper!1!case!study!sites!(Source:!authors!own).!Defining!a!case!study!niche!network!for!the!second!and!third!papers!was!more!difficult!because!many!different!and!competing!niches!exist!within!the!food!system.!These!are!informal,!loosely!associated!constellations!of!actors!that!exist!in!open!relationship!with!one!another.!For!research!purposes,!this!makes!identifying!niches!and!defining!boundaries!around!a!niche!particularly!challenging.!Who!is,!or!is!not,!considered!part!of!a!given!niche,!will!depend!very!much!on!when!and!whom!you!ask.!!Defining!a!sustainability!niche!is!covered!in!more!detail!in!section!2.1.4,!but!for!the!purpose!of!defining!a!case!study,!Geels’s!definition!is!used.!Geels!(2012,!2015)!defines!niches!as!locations!of!radical!innovation!within!which!small!networks!of!actors!support!novelties!(social,!ecological!or!technological)!on!the!basis!of!experimentation!and!shared!visions.!!Selection!within!this!definition!was!based!on!three!criteria:!1. The!perceived!relevance!of!the!niche!to!youth!–!informed!by!Paper!1.!!2. Its!transformative!potential,!understood!in!this!case!to!mean!a!coherent!longYterm!alignment!with!the!principles!of!economic!and!social!justice,!as!well!as!ecological!sustainability.!!3. The!availability!of!a!distinct!niche!with!a!common!narrative!and!binding!set!of!principles!that!could!be!identified!in!order!to!isolate!the!niche!for!study!–!in!this!case!a!commitment!to!the!principles!of!organic!and!agroecological!production,!led!by!small!farmers!and!feeding!into!localized!distribution!systems.!!!
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A!range!of!organisations!and!actors!are!emerging!in!South!Africa!which!meet!these!criteria.!The!emerging!coalition!between!these!actors!represents!an!increasingly!coherent!and!structured!set!of!actors!who!share!a!transformative!vision!for!the!food!system.!The!proliferation!of!alternative!retail!outlets!backed!by!a!variety!of!alternative!suppliers,!the!establishment!of!the!South!African!Organic!Sector!Organisation!(SAOSO),!a!drive!from!the!legislation!of!organic!standards,!and!a!growing!number!of!regional!PGS!(participatory!guarantee!system)2!networks!forming!across!South!Africa!are!all!indicative!of!this!emerging!coalition.!Collectively,!these!actors!have!piloted!a!set!of!radical!alternatives!to!the!dominant!models!of!food!production,!distribution!and!retail!that!are!explored!in!more!detail!in!Chapters!4!and!5.!!From!the!perspective!of!transition!frameworks!that!focus!on!the!role!of!niches!(such!as!the!MLP!and!SET),!this!diverse!coalition!of!farmers,!retailers,!community!members!and!others,!is!a!textbook!example!of!an!emerging!systemic!niche!(Geels!&!Scott!2007;!Smith!&!Raven!2012).!In!order!to!demarcate!a!study!boundary!around!a!particular!set!of!competencies!within!this!emerging!network,!the!organic!farming!component!was!selected!for!study.!While!the!notion!of!being!organic!per!se!is!not!considered!a!prerequisite!for!sustainability,!the!term!(relative!to!other!terms!such!as!‘agroecological’)!was!well!understood!among!actors!throughout!the!network.!This!shared!understanding!provided!a!relatively!wellYdefined!subset!within!the!overall!network!of!actors.!!Respondents!were!centred!around!the!Western!Cape!where!a!comparatively!wellYestablished!node!of!practice!existed.!In!accordance!with!the!snowball!sampling!approach!used,!prominent!support!organisations!in!Kwazulu!Natal!and!Gauteng!provinces!were!also!included.!!!The!sampling!process,!breakdown!of!respondents!and!the!analysis!of!data!is!covered!in!detail!for!each!paper!in!Chapters!3,!4!and!5.!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!2 IFOAM defines Participatory Guarantee Systems as  ‘locally focused quality assurance 
systems. They certify producers based on active participation of stakeholders and are built on a 
foundation of trust, social networks and knowledge exchange.’ (IFOAM 2018, p1) 





















1.9.1!LIMITATIONS!OF!APPROACH!!As!alluded!to!in!section!1.7.1,!my!role!as!an!actor!within!the!networks!I!planned!to!study!had!its!limitations.!Klein!describes!action!research!as!a!‘systematic,!intentional!inquiry!by!teachers![or!other!practitioners]!to!bring!about!practical!improvements,!innovation,!change!or!development!of!social!practice’!(2012,!p1).!As!someone!involved!in!education,!working!to!solve!problems!within!my!own!context,!Klein’s!definition!suggests!that!I!was,!to!some!extent,!engaging!in!an!action!research.!Although!this!was!not!explicit!in!the!three!papers!themselves,!viewing!the!overarching!research!process!from!this!perspective!assisted!in!drawing!attention!to!common!issues!faced!by!researchers!choosing!to!work!within!familiar!social!contexts.!These!included:!1. A!poor!understanding!of!the!relationships!between!method,!methodology!and!theoretical!frameworks!leading!to!inappropriate!positioning!of!researcher!within!the!research!(see!positioning!of!research!in!theory!below)!2. UnYacknowledged!researcher!bias!and!subjectivity!during!problem!framing,!data!collection!and!analysis!undermines!research!outcomes!–!the!need!for!reflexivity!!3. Work!falls!into!the!trap!of!unYacknowledged!sampling!bias!as!a!result!of!researcher’s!existing!networks.!This!‘network!blindness’!leads!to!skewed!or!incomplete!results!favouring!the!researcher’s!existing!view!of!the!system.!4. Data!validity!is!connected!to!perceptions!of!researcher!dependability!(HessYBiber!&!Leavy!2011)!Y!subjectivity!is!acceptable,!on!condition!that!method!is!explicit!and!rigorously!adhered!to.!!!While!attempts!were!made!to!mitigate!these!through!each!of!the!three!standYalone!papers,!sections!1.7.1!and!1.7.2!provide!some!overarching!contextualization!which!speaks!specifically!to!points!1!and!4!above.!!









































































Figure 2.1: Overview of four main bodies of literature (Source: author’s own). !As!with!any!study!engaging!with!complex!socioYecological!systems,!the!task!of!drawing!boundaries!around!the!study!was!a!challenging!one.!Given!the!rich!web!of!networks!that!informs!the!interconnectivity!of!all!things,!the!challenge!of!deciding!what!to!exclude!from!this!literature!study!was!no!different.!While!the!list!of!what’s!not!included!is!long,!specific!mention!
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!The!dynamics!surrounding!protective!spaces!exhibit!three!functional!properties!in!relation!to!wider!transition!processes:!shielding,!nurturing!and!empowerment!(Smith!and!Raven!2012).!! ‘Shielding!involves!processes!that!hold!off!selection!pressures!in!the!context!of!multiYdimensional!selection!environments!(industry!structures,!technologies!and!infrastructures,!knowledge!base,!markets!and!dominant!user!practices,!public!policies!and!political!power,!cultural!significance).!!!Nurturing!involves!processes!that!support!the!development!of!pathYbreaking!innovation!within!passive!and!active!shielded!spaces!through!the!development!of!shared,!positive!expectations,!social!learning!and!actor!network!building.!!Empowering!involves!processes!that!make!niche!innovations!competitive!within!unchanged!selection!environments!or!processes!that!change!mainstream!selection!environments!favourable!to!the!pathYbreaking’.!(Smith!and!Raven!2012,!p1034)!While!this!focus!on!protective!spaces!has!been!widely!advocated,!it!has!not!been!without!criticism.!Hommels!et!al.!(2007),!question!the!desirability!of!these!protected!spaces.!Based!on!studies!in!the!transport!sector!they!argue!that!innovations!in!socioYtechnical!systems!‘have!a!better!chance!of!success!if!made!“vulnerable”!by!subjecting!them!to!risks!and!oppositions!from!the!outset’!(Hommels!et!al.!2007,!p1).!While!Smith!et!al.!(2007)!caution!against!attributing!too!much!agency!to!niche’s!in!the!transition!process.!!Smith!and!Raven!(2012),!like!Pereira!et.!al.!(2018),!draw!attention!to!the!role!which!narratives!emerging!from!the!niche!play!in!challenging!the!prevailing!regime.!Smith!and!Raven!stress!that!narratives!emerging!from!niche!environments!are!‘key!political!devices!used!by!global!actors!to!argue!for!nicheYderived!(yet!contested)!institutional!reforms!or!claim!presentYday!competitiveness!within!unchanged!selection!environments.’!!They!differentiate!between!two!types!of!niche!trajectory!as!they!grow!in!power:!Niches!that!eventually!fit!and!conform!to!the!wider!regime!and!landscape!in!which!they!operate!(normative),!and!those!that!stretch!and!transform!(transformative).!Each,!they!argue,!require!very!different!forms!of!political!narratives.!Smith!and!Raven!(2012)!suggest!three!interrelated!types!of!narrative!in!protective!spaces.!Narratives!conveying:!1.!Positive!expectations!about!the!future!that!justify!the!niche!to!wider!audiences;!!2.!Explicit!claims!for!presentYday!niche!friendly!institutional!reforms;!!3.!Statements!that!reYframe!the!past!to!challenge!the!prevailing!regime!in!ways!that!emphasise!future!opportunities!for!the!innovation!!Of!central!importance,!are!the!ways!in!which!narratives!frame!the!nurturing!and!shielding!conditions!that!surround!the!niche.!From!a!normative!perspective,!the!shielding!conditions!surrounding!the!niche!are!framed!as!temporary!measures!to!be!phased!out!over!time!as!the!
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Figure! 2.5:! Food! system! levers! of! postive! and! negative! transition! (Source:! Schipanski! et! al.!
2016).!!
2.2.2!PERVASIVE!PICTURE!OF!SYSTEMIC!DYSFUNCTION! !Framing!the!questions!around!food!in!the!form!of!a!‘system’!as!outlined!above,!infers!that!it!is!the!outcomes!(for!both!people!and!planet),!rather!than!the!activities!of!the!system!on!which!the!system!should!be!evaluated.!It!also!implies!that!these!outcomes!are!not!the!result!of!some!static!natural!order!of!things.!Rather!the!outcomes!from!the!food!system!are!a!modifiable!result!of!the!other!two!elements:!value!chain!‘activities’!and!socioYecological!‘drivers’.!!In!considering!these!dynamic!outcomes,!it!has!been!widely!argued!that!a!wellYfunctioning!food!system!would!be!one!which!exists!within!the!fundamental!ecological!boundaries!of!the!planet,!while!at!the!same!time!ensuring!a!safe!and!sufficient!diet!for!all!(Erikson!2008,!Roberts!2008,!PinstrupYAndersen!2009).!!However,!as!Patel!eloquently!summarises,!one!in!six!people!go!hungry,!yet!one!in!four!is!overweight!and!for!the!first!time!in!human!history,!tomorrow’s!generation!is!predicted!to!die!younger!because!of!today’s!food!system!(Patel!2007).!!Similarly!it!has!been!unequivocally!argued!that!the!current!global!food!system!is!exceeding!the!safe!bioYphysical!operating!limits!of!the!planet!(Meadows!et!al.!!1972.!Rockström!et!al.!2009).!Agriculture!is!the!biggest!driver!of!terrestrial!biodiversity!loss!globally!and!from!a!marine!perspective,!approximately!85%!of!the!world's!fish!stocks!are!either!overexploited!or!exploited!to!their!maximum!potential!(FAO!2012a,!2012b).!Agriculture!is!the!second!largest!contributor!to!greenhouse!gas!emissions!globally!(24%),!after!the!electricity!and!heat!production!sector!(25%)!(IPCC!2014).!When!related!food!processing,!transport!and!preparation!activities!are!added!to!this,!the!food!system!is!the!biggest!contributor!to!greenhouse!gas!emissions.!!Much!of!these!environmental!and!social!challenges!are!the!outcomes!of!a!major!dietary!transition!being!driven!by!corporatisation!of!the!value!chain,!!shifting!consumer!preferences,!increased!wealth!and!rapid!urbanisation!(Godfray!et!al.!2010!et!al.!2010;!Joubert!2012).!With!the!increase!in!purchasing!power!and!immersion!into!the!types!of!food!systems!that!typically!accompany!urban!lifestyles,!comes!an!increase!in!demand!for!resourceYintensive!foods!such!as!
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meat,!dairy,!fish!and!processed!foods!(Godfray!et!al.!2010!et!al.!2010;!Joubert!2012;!FAO!2012b;!Tschirley!et!al.!2015).!!These!highly!processed!and/or!animalYbased!products!place!a!greater!ecological!burden!on!the!food!systems!that!produce!them!than!the!predominantly!plantYbased!diets!they!are!replacing!(Baroni!et!al.!2007,!Godfray!et!al.!2010!et!al.!2010)!and!carry!significant!health!implications!for!society!at!large.!Globally,!by!2020!‘chronic!nonYcommunicable!diseases!will!be!responsible!for!twoYthirds!of!all!premature!deaths!and!years!lived!in!less!than!optimal!health.!And!most!of!these!will!be!“strongly!associated!with!diet”’!(Joubert!2012,!p148).!‘In!lowYincome,!largely!rural!Uganda,!for!example,!consumption!of!highly!processed!foods!now!accounts!for!19!percent!of!the!value!of!food!purchases,!while!in!highYincome,!highly!urbanized!South!Africa!that!figure!increases!to!55!percent’!(Kabasha!et!al.!2015,!p192).!The!prevalence!of!highly!processed!foods!contributes!to!South!Africa’s!obesity!epidemic.!Based!on!body!mass!index!scores!68%!of!women,!and!31%!of!men!over!the!age!of!15!are!overweight!or!obese!in!South!Africa!(SADHS!2016).!Yet,!despite!apparently!high!levels!of!overYconsumption!nationally,!between!14%!and!52%!of!households!are!moderately!to!severely!food!insecure,!depending!on!the!metrics!used!(Joubert!2012).!One!in!three!boys!under!the!age!of!five!is!stunted,!and!among!girls,!the!ratio!is!one!in!four!girls!(SADHS!2016).!It!is!important!to!highlight!that!poor!food!system!outcomes!relating!to!dietYbased!wellbeing!are!not!restricted!to!lowYincome!demographics.!In!a!recent!study!of!over!13!000!white!collar!workers!in!South!Africa,!of!whom!the!majority!are!professionals!and!managers,!more!than!63%!were!either!overweight!or!obese!and!82%!fell!below!the!recommended!daily!intake!of!fresh!fruit!and!vegetables!(Discovery!2011).!In!South!Africa,!it’s!not!just!consumers!and!the!environment!which!are!being!negatively!affected!by!some!of!the!outcomes!of!the!food!system.!In!spite!of!the!fact!that!agricultural!revenue!has!grown!by!around!70%!since!1996(BFAP!2013),!the!number!of!commercial!farming!units!dropped!from!60!900!to!39!900!in!2007.!Between!2001!and!2016!corresponding!employment!in!the!sector!dropped!by!30%!from!969,000!to!681,899!(Bhorat!&!Khan!2018).!This!decline!in!employment!has!taken!place!in!spite!of!year!on!year!growth!of!1.9!percent!per!annum!in!the!sector!over!the!same!period.!As!further!evidence!of!the!consolidation!of!profit!in!the!sector,!wage!Gini!Coefficients!for!the!agricultural!sector!also!rose!during!this!period.!Between!1995!and!2014!!wage!inequality!in!agriculture!rose!by!43%!(Boraht!&!Khan!2018).!And,!of!the!current!total!number!of!commercial!farms,!only!1.5%!(673)!account!for!a!third!of!total!gross!commercial!farm!income!(DAFF!2013,!Bernstein!2013).!In!the!food!retail!sector!the!market!share!of!the!major!retail!chains!has!risen!from!below!10%!in!the!late!1980s!to!around!68%!in!2012!(Reardon!et!al.!2003,!Bernstein!2013).!Similar!trends!exist!across!the!food!system,!from!milling!to!finance!and!fertilizers!(Metelerkamp!2014).!This!suggests!a!systemic!transformation!in!the!way!that!power!and!profit!are!distributed!across!the!food!system!(Wilkinson!&!Pickett!2009,!Greenberg!2015).!!Based!on!these!outcomes,!the!food!system,!and!the!South!African!food!system!in!particular,!while!it!may!be!working!for!some,!is!considered!to!exist!in!a!state!of!increasing!dysfunction.!!The!reasons!for!the!persistence!systemic!dysfunction!in!South!Africa!are!complex!and!interrelated,!and!span!environmental,!health,!economic,!sociopolitical,!and!agroYfood!sector!challenges!(Pereira!&!Drimie!2016).!
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Household!consumption!of!additional!food! Household!consumption!+!cash!income! Cash!income!+!some!home!consumption! Profit!
Proportion!of!
marketed!output!
None!or!insignificant! 50%!or!>! 75%!or!>! 100%!
Contribution!to!
household!income!
Reduces!expenditure!on!food! Variable!–!from!small!to!significant! Significant! Significant!
Labour! Family! Family!+!some!hired! Family!+!significant!numbers!hired! Hired!
Mechanisation! Very!low! Low! Medium!to!high! High!
Capital!intensity! Very!low! Low! Medium!to!high! High!
Access!to!finance! Absent! Some! Significant! Very!significant!
Numbers!in!South!
Africa!(households)!
2Y2.5!million! 200Y250!000! 5Y10!000?! 5Y10!000?!
!In! considering! a! policy! classification! of! small! farmers!with! respect! to! governmental! support,!!Kirsten! and!van!Zyl! define! a! small! farmer! as! ‘one!whose!operation! is! too! small! to! attract! the!services! he/she! needs! to! be! able! to! significantly! increase! his/her! productivity’.! Taking! the!above!into!consideration,!this!thesis!uses!the!term!smallYscale!farming!to!mean:!!
Farming!at!a!scale!below!the!norms!of!mainstream!commercial!agriculture!within!a!given!context,!
with!objective!of!producing!for!household!consumption,!financial!income!or!a!mix!of!both.!!Success! for! this! group! is!defined!by! several! authors! as! a! state! characterised!by!high! levels! of!productivity!and!access!to!markets!resulting!in!sufficient!cash!income!for!the!farmer!to!enjoy!a!life!free!from!poverty!(Koranteng!2010).!Formulating!strategies!to!support!bottomYup!agrarian!reform!is!the!antithesis!of!freeYmarket!‘trickleYdown’!developmental!economics.!Linking!back!to!HoltYGimenez!and!Shuttuck’s!four!distinctive!movements,!the!types!of!class!based!reform!which!underpin!calls!for!accumulation!from!below!tend!towards!the!Progressive!or!Radical!movements.!!!Hall!(2009),!Aliber!&!Hall!(2012)!and!Cousins!(2007,!2010,!2103)!stress!that!this!modest!but!broad!accumulation!of!wealth!(and!power)!is!the!agricultural!strategy!best!suited!to!improving!food!system!outcomes!and!turning!the!tide!on!poverty!and!rising!inequality.!Collectively!these!authors!point!towards!a!potential!future!in!which!the!200,000!Y!250,000!black!small!and!medium!scale!commercial!farmers!along!with!some!of!the!more!established!and!commercially!orientated!portion!of!South!Africa’s!four!million!semiYsubsistence!farmers,!could!incrementally!
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may!vary!substantially!between!urban!and!rural!areas,!the!food!system!remains!central!to!how!many!of!the!most!vulnerable!in!South!Africa!make!ends!meet.!However,!contrary!to!the!perception!of!the!informal!food!economy!as!an!option!of!last!resort!when!the!formal!system!fails,!over!75%!of!all!respondents!in!the!SLF’s!survey!stated!that!they!preferred!owning!an!informal!business!to!a!retail!job!at!R128!per!day!(SLF!2017b).!!Given!the!inability!of!the!formal!economy!to!absorb!youth!into!dignified!employment,!the!informal!food!system!is!socially!and!economically!significant!to!South!Africa’s!development!trajectory.!!However,!opportunities!in!the!informal!economy!notwithstanding,!the!majority!of!South!Africa’s!urban!population!is!food!and!nutritionally!insecure!(Frayne!et!al.!2009).!At!a!cityYlevel!some!studies!have!reported!food!insecurity!levels!as!high!as!89%!in!some!townships!(Battersby!2010).!In!navigating!this!pervasive!insecurity!fluid!networks!of!reciprocity!and!exchange!exist!at!a!communityYlevel.!These!networks!form!a!critical!survival!strategy!of!the!urban!food!insecure!through!enabling!food!access!and!complimenting!intake!(Haysom!2016).!!Connecting!these!networks!to!questions!of!employment,!Haysom!notes:!!
While there are multiple causal drivers that prompt the activation of such networks, poverty and the 
inability to access the livelihoods necessary to afford even a basic food plate (and not a nutritious 
food plate), mean that such networks are indicators of livelihood failure.  
It may also be that these the informal food trade and the networks that underpin them, provide an 
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4TFP! is! the! total! output! from! a! farm! in! relation! to! the! total! inputs! to! the! farm.! It! provides! a! more!comprehensive!measurement!of! the!efficiency!of!agriculture!as! it!captures!change! in! inputs!required!to!achieve!reported!yields.!





















research.!”!(White,!2012,!p9).! It!is!also!important!to!consider!that!while!many!youth!may!be!turning!their!backs!on!agriculture!in!favour!of!urban!livelihoods,!much!of!the!growth!in!the!young!populations!of!the!21st!century!will!be!born!in!cities!who!are!first!or!second!generation!urbanites!with!very!little!experience!of!rural!life!(UN!DESA!2018).! Given!the!relational!dynamic!between!youth!unemployment,!social!inequality!and!the!changes!within!the!food!system,!there!is!a!need!to!better!understand!how!young!people!might!be!inspired!and!supported!to!lead!a!just!transition!in!the!food!system.!!While!not!explicitly!linked!to!youth,!examples!of!similar!socioYtechnical!leapYfrogging!in!telecommunications!and!financial!services!in!the!region!provide!an!example!of!the!appetite!for!innovation!that!deals!with!everyday!problems.! This!should!not!simply!involve!the!development!of!a!policy!discourse,!which!effectively!expects!youth!to!pick!up!and!run!with!a!new!sort!of!‘do!it!yourself’!solution!to!their!own!unemployment!in!which!youthYled!entrepreneurship!is!seen!as!a!silver!bullet!to!what!are!in!fact!structural!defects!in!a!neoliberal!economy!(NYDA!2015).!Both!White!(2012)!and!the!NYDA!(2015)!go!on!to!stress!the!need!for!those!seeking!to!address!youth!issues!from!the!‘outside’!to!reflect!critically!on!the!expectations!they!place!on!youth.!‘[Youth]!certainly!do!not!(and!should!not)!see!themselves!as!‘human!capital’,!that!is,!as!beings!in!which!the!adult!world!invests,!in!order!to!derive!some!benefits!from!them!in!the!future.’!(White,!2012,!p10).!This!sentiment!is!echoed!by!South!Africa’s!National!Youth!Policy!(NYDA!2015).!!!
2.3.4!CHANGING!FOOD!REGIMES!WILL!SHIFT!EMPLOYMENT!DYNAMICS !It!is!also!important!to!recognise!that!as!the!wider!food!regime!transition!unfolds!across!the!region,!the!nature!of!employment!opportunities!for!young!people!within!the!food!system!is!also!going!to!change!considerably!(Minde!et!al.!2015.,!Kaneene!et!al.!2015.!Tschirley!et!al.!2015).!The!projections!presented!by!Tschirley!et!al.!(2015)!in!Table!1!suggests!that!while!jobs!in!the!agroYfood!sector!are!currently!responsible!for!80%!of!all!jobs!in!the!region!(of!which!agriculture!
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● Undertaking!university!level!agricultural!research!and!development!in!partnership!with!AgriYbusiness!and!other!private!sector!stakeholders!!!In!the!context!of!the!urgent!need!to!address!joblessness!in!the!present,!and!given!what!many!interpret!to!be!an!inherent!inevitability!of!the!directional!change!within!the!food!system,!this!approach!to!capacity!development!within!the!food!system!could!be!easily!be!argued!as!the!most!pragmatic!and!realistic!given!the!various!limitations.!It!is!clear!where!the!system!is!heading,!what!kinds!of!jobs!this!kind!of!food!system!will!require,!and!therefore!what!skills!AETs!need!to!deliver!in!order!to!help!young!people!get!jobs.! The!fact!that!the!majority!of!evidence!suggests!that!the!overall!directional!change!for!the!food!system!identified!by!Minde!et!al.!(2015)!is!highly!unsustainable!is!not!central!to!the!discussion!on!future!training!trajectories!they!present.!In!so!doing,!universities,!colleges!and!schools!which!position!themselves!primarily!as!being!responsive!to!the!labour!market!become!complicit!in!enabling!a!transition!towards!an!unsustainable!food!system.! Even!by!World!Bank’s!own!admission,!corporateYled!land!investments!in!Africa!are!not!fulfilling!their!promise!of!employment!creation!for!local!people!(White,!2012).!According!to!the!authors!of!a!World!Bank!report,!‘In!many!of!the!case!studies,!progress!with!implementation!was!well!behind!schedule.!As!a!result,!local!people!had!often!suffered!asset!losses!but!received!few!or!none!of!the!promised!benefits’!(Deininger!&!Byerlee!!2011,!p33).!In!addition!Y!and!of!critical!importance!to!the!overall!argument!which!this!thesis!builds!Y!the!authors!clearly!state!that!due!to!the!limited!availability!of!nonYagricultural!employment!across!much!of!the!world!(Africa!being!no!exception),!‘potential!productivity!benefits!from!largeYscale!mechanised!farming!are!likely!to!be!outweighed!by!undesirable!social!and!equity!effects.’!(Deininger!&!Byerlee!2011,!p36).!The!South!African!National!Development!plan!mirrors!this!sentiment,!stating!that!if!the!expansion!of!agricultural!production!‘takes!place!within!the!current!structure!of!farming!by!merely!expanding!largeYscale!commercial!farming.!The!potential!to!create!additional!jobs!is!limited.’!(NPC!2012,!p225)! The!intention!in!critiquing!a!marketYled!approach!to!AET!innovation!is!not!to!paint!the!private!sector!and!globalised!agribusiness!as!an!absolute!evil,!but!rather!to!surface!an!implicit!paradigm!of!capacity!building!and!research!which!caters!to!a!comparatively!privileged!minority!sector!in!the!ASF!sector!at!the!expense!of!a!much!larger!and!comparatively!underYprivileged!majority.! An!alternative!approach!would!be!to!reverse!the!question!and!to!ask!first!what!a!transition!towards!a!more!sustainable!food!system!would!look!like,!then!unpack!the!types!of!roles!that!would!need!to!be!fulfilled!in!order!to!bring!this!into!existence,!and!then!finally!to!focus!on!developing!training!outcomes!which!deliver!these!skills!into!the!market.!!Kabasa!et!al.!support!this!stance!to!some!extent.!They!argue!that!the!public!health!implications!of!changing!food!systems!tend!to!become!visible!far!later!than!than!supply!side!pressures!such!as!shortages!in!urban!wholesale!markets!and!dissatisfied!agribusiness!employers!(Kabasha!et!al.!2015).! They!argue!that!early!and!strategic!action!around!the!training!needs!of!a!“new!generation!of!food!system!professionals…offer!additional!tools!for!influencing!nutritional!and!public!health!outcomes”!(Kabasha!et!al.!2015,!p191)!!
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2.4.4!LINKING!INFORMALITY!AND!LEARNING!!!If!we!accept!that!an!undisclosed!but!overwhelming!majority!of!livelihoods!within!the!food!system!are!in!the!informal!sector!(spanning!production,!distribution,!processing!and!retail),!then!training!innovation!should!support!this.!If!training!paradigms!were!to!embrace!this!dual!economy,!how!would!learning!need!to!be!positioned!in!order!to!help!youth!to!thrive!in!the!informal!economy?!And,!more!specifically,!can!this!be!done!in!ways!that!catalyse!larger!systemic!transitions!toward!a!just!and!sustainable!food!system?!!Comparatively!little!is!written!on!learning!for!sustainability!in!the!informal!economy.!However,!in!2002!the!ILO!did!attempt!to!provide!some!review!of!learning!in!the!informal!economy!more!broadly.!!Unsurprisingly,!the!ILO!noted!that!‘The!development!of!relevant!skills!and!knowledge!is!a!major!instrument!for!improved!productivity,!better!working!conditions,!and!the!promotion!of!decent!work!in!the!informal!economy.!New!skills!and!knowledge!can!open!doors!to!more!economically!and!socially!rewarding!jobs’!(Liimatainen!2002,!p4).!!Liimatainen!identifies!the!need!to!consider!alternative!training!methodologies,!because!the!majority!of!people!who!work!in!the!informal!economy!tend!to!have!very!limited!access!to!formal!education!and!often!lack!basic!numeracy!skills.!Places!like!the!Barefoot!College!in!India,!that!have!circumvented!traditional!numeracy!and!literacy!barriers!to!provide!relatively!technical!training!to!illiterate!adults,!offer!an!example!of!these!types!of!training!innovations!(Krishna!2017;!Szekely!&!Mason!2018).!King!and!Abuodha!(1995)!also!noted!that!in!the!Kenyan!informal!economy,!education!levels!(both!formal!and!informal)!were!on!the!rise.!They!cited!weakening!employment!prospects!in!the!formal!sector!as!the!driver!behind!this.!!Building!on!this,!Singh!(2000)!notes!that!informal!and!nonYformal!(institutional!but!unYaccredited)!training!seems!best!positioned!to!respond!to!the!needs!of!the!informal!economy.!Formal!training!was!seen!as!prohibitively!expensive,!too!generalist!and!overly!theoretical.!Basically,!‘formal!training!is!not!responsive!enough!to!the!market!demand!outside!the!modern!formal!sector’!(Liimatainen!2002,!p9).!This!finding!is!congruent!with!the!conclusions!of!the!research!presented!in!Chapter!4.!!In!contrast!to!the!ILO’s!work!which!tends!to!emphasise!tradeYrelated!upskilling!it!is!worth!noting!that!informal!traders!organisations!see!the!problem!quite!differently.!Organisations!such!as!StreetNet!and!WIEGO!emphasise!the!need!for!expanding!capacities!related!to!disruption!of!hegemony!and!the!fortification!of!the!solidarity!economy!(Núñez Soto 2011).!!!! !From!an!agricultural!perspective!the!role!of!well!functioning!extension!services!in!facilitating!learning!in!the!smallYscale!farming!sector!(which!is!predominantly!informal)!is!covered!in!more!detail!in!section!2.5.4.!!
2.4.5!IMPLICATIONS!FOR!LEARNING!INSTITUTIONS!IN!SOUTH!AFRICA!!Achieving!a!transition!towards!a!vibrant!and!equitable!agricultural!system!based!on!the!principles!of!accumulation!from!below!and!underpinned!by!ecologically!sustainable!production!!is!a!knowledge!intensive!undertaking.!However,!when!it!comes!to!the!food!system,!existing!formal!education!systems!are!failing!the!current!generation!of!young!people.!Current!formal!
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2.5.1!A!NOTE!ON!THE!SOUTH!AFRICAN!FOOD!AND!AGRICULTURAL!POLICY!LANDSCAPE!!!Food!policy!globally!has!been!characterized!as!a!‘wicked’!problem!(Candel!&!Pereira!2017).!!In!describing!wicked!problems!in!the!South!African!food!system,!Hamman!et!al.!(2011)!use!Lazaru’s!definition,!citing!a!‘wicked!problem’,!to!be!one!that!‘defies!resolution!because!of!the!enormous!interdependencies,!uncertainties,!circularities,!and!conflicting!stakeholders!implicated!by!any!effort!to!develop!a!solution’!(Lazarus,!2008:1160!in!Hamman!et!al.!2011).!A!key!characteristic!underscoring!the!complexity!of!the!South!African!food!system!is!that!‘different!stakeholders!contest!the!causes!and!effects!of!the!South!African!food!system!on!many!levels’!(Pereira!&!Drimie!2016,!p4).!The!fact!that!both!the!causes!and!solutions!to!youth!and!food!system!failure!are!deeply!contested!contributes!to!the!‘wicked’!nature!of!the!problem.!This!is!exacerbated!by!the!unusually!broad!range!of!formal!and!informal!food!governance!arrangements!which!public!decision!makers!need!to!navigate!!(Candel!&!Pereira!2017),!as!well!as!high!levels!of!uncertainty!resulting!from!the!myriad!of!interdependent,!nonYlinear!feedback!loops!in!the!food!system!(Pereira!&!Drimie!2016).!!In!the!face!of!this!complexity,!various!agricultural!policy!documents!have!emerged!in!South!Africa!since!1994.!These!tended!to!have!had!three!focus!areas!in!common:!(1)!improving!the!competitiveness!of!commercial!agriculture!in!a!free!market!dispensation,!(2)!improving!participation!by!disadvantaged!communities,!and!(3)!protecting!the!natural!resource!base.!However,!the!food!policy!connecting!agricultural!policy!to!the!ways!in!which!food!is!accessed,!consumed!and!integrated!in!a!broader!food!system!has!been!far!less!clear!(Drimie!2016).!The!NDP!is!the!key!guiding!document!that!integrates!food!and!agricultural!policy!into!a!broader!mediumYterm!strategy!document!for!South!Africa!and!is!now!enjoying!a!resurgence!as!the!major!policy!frame!for!the!country!postYZuma!(Drimie!2016).!Additional!policy!documents!include!the!New!Growth!Plan!(NGP),!The!Roadmap!for!Nutrition!in!South!Africa!2013–2017!(DOH!2013),!the!Integrated!Growth!and!Development!Policy!for!Agriculture,!Forestry!and!Fisheries!(IGDP)!(DAFF!2012);!and!the!Agricultural!Policy!Action!Plan!(APAP)!(DAFF!2013).!Both!the!NDP!and!NGP!are!supported!by!the!first!cycle!of!the!Medium!Term!Strategic!Framework!(Drimie!2016).!While!all!of!these!documents!target!aspects!of!the!food!system!and,!at!times,!may!seek!to!drive!integration!across!departments,!the!overarching!policy!landscape!remains!acutely!incoherent!(Drimie!2016).!This!‘profound!lack!of!coherence’,!has!‘important!implications!for!a!food!system!that!is!faltering!in!many!respects’!(Drimie!2016,!p1).!!In!their!evaluation!of!why!this!incoherence!persists!in!spite!of!efforts!to!operationalize!more!holistic!food!system!governance!arrangements!in!South!Africa,!Termeer!et!al.!(2018)!make!the!following!conclusion:!!‘Tensions!between!the!ambitious!objectives!of!the!arrangements!and!the!institutional!constraints!of!implementing!them!can!persist!because!of!inadequate!resources!to!facilitate!transformative!change’!(Termeer!et!al.!2018,!p85).!!Implementation!and!coordination!mechanisms!appear!to!be!either!vague!in!detail,!or!simply!missing!from!policy!formulation!altogether.!This!is,!in!turn,!undermined!by!a!lack!of!monitoring!and!evaluation!mechanisms!(Drimie!2016).!!In!the!context!of!this!study!a!few!further!points!are!worth!noting.!!
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2.5.4!NATIONAL!EXTENSION!&!ADVISORY!SERVICES!POLICY! 
!Through!the!types!of!skills!and!information!they!do!(and!do!not)!provide,!agricultural!extension!and!support!workers!plays!a!critical!role!in!defining!the!types!of!agrarian!systems!that!succeed!and!those!that!fail.!Looking!back!on!national!extension!policies!over!the!past!50Y100!years!helps!explain!the!dual!agricultural!system!in!South!Africa!today.!!In!1972!Lipton!noted!that,!‘while!90,000!rich,!educated!white!farmers!have!3,000!extension!officers,!600,000!black!farmers!have!less!than!1,000!extension!officers’.!Lipton!goes!on!to!describe!black!extension!officers!!as!‘hopelessly!overstretched!men’!with!impossibly!small!budgets!(Lipton!1972!p258).!!!This!represents!a!historic!ratio!of!one!extension!worker!to!every!30!white!farmers,!and!a!ratio!of!one!to!600!for!black!farmers.!!When!considered!in!conjunction!with!the!enormous!injections!of!easy!credit,!marketing!facilities,!and!guaranteed!prices!and!other!forms!of!direct!and!indirect!subsidization!which!white!commercially!orientated!farmers!received!for!decades,!the!wealth!and!technical!sophistication!of!the!sector!today!relative!to!historically!neglected!black!farmers!should!not!come!as!a!surprise!(Williams!et!al.!2008).!!Fast!forward!to!postYapartheid!South!Africa,!and!the!matters!seem!to!have!worsened.!Hall!and!Aliber!estimate!that!at!a!national!level!the!average!ratio!of!extension!workers!to!farmers!(of!all!races)!now!sits!at!around!1!to!878!(Aliber!and!Hall!2012b).!By!DAFF’s!own!admission,!‘in!its!current!form!extension!and!advisory!services!indirectly!limit!rather!than!facilitate!the!implementation!of!agricultural!development’!!(DAFF!2014!p5).!This!acknowledgement!led!to!the!initiation!of!the!Extension!Recovery!Programme!in!2008,!and!subsequently!the!new!policy!on!Agricultural!Extension!and!Advisory!in!2018.!! !These!efforts!to!revive!the!extension!services!align!with!the!NDP,!which!identifies!agriculture!as!as!a!potentially!significant!driver!of!job!creation!in!South!Africa.!Like!the!National!Planning!Commission,!DAFF!highlights!the!particular!need!for!innovation!and!systemic!transformation!in!order!to!unlock!the!unrealised!potential!of!the!smallholder!farming!sector.! !According!to!the!policy!(currently!being!gazettled),!“Agriculture,!forestry!and!fisheries!have!been!identified!among!the!sectors!with!the!highest!potential!to!make!an!immediate!and!sustainable!contribution!towards!job!creation!in!rural!areas”! !DAFF!highlights!the!fact!that!efficient!and!effective!extension!and!advisory!services!can!broker!and!facilitate!information!sharing!and!skills!development!in!support!of!agriculture,!especially!for!smallholder!entrepreneurs.!However,!DAFF!acknowledges!that!“In!its!current!form,!public!extension!service!cannot!facilitate!the!accelerated!capacity!development!of!a!range!of!producers!that!is!desired!to!address,!challenges!of!rural!and!economic!growth,!food!insecurity,!inequality!and!unemployment.”! !In!response,!the!policy!calls!for!‘an!urgent!need!for!targeted!and!visionary!reform!of!extension!and!advisory!services!as!an!effort!to!ensure!their!effectiveness!and!relevance!to!the!country’s!agriculture’.! 
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!The!study!used!SenseMaker!®!as!a!narrative!collection!and!signification!framework.!Through!a!combination!of!narrative!sharing!and!selfYsignification!by!respondents,!the!process!produces!a!blend!of!qualitative!and!quantitative!data!well!suited!to!the!analysis!of!complex!social!phenomenon!(Lynam!&!Fletcher!2015).!The!approach!is!founded!on!the!assumption!that!individuals!and!societies!make!sense!of!the!world!through!the!assemblage!of!fragmented!narratives!and!that!in!probing!for!narratives!around!a!given!topic,!valuable!insights!can!be!gained!into!underlying!values!and!attitudes!(Deprez!et.!al.!2012;!Kurtz!2014).!The!power!of!the!SenseMaker!lies!in!its!application!as!a!narrative!patternYdetection!software!system!capable!of!making!sense!of!individual!narratives!on!scales!which!elucidate!values!and!attitudes!at!a!societal!level!(Deprez!et!al.!2012).!In!our!case,!using!individual!youth!perceptions!toward!work!in!agriculture!to!create!a!picture!of!the!social!values!common!to!youth!as!a!broader!national!entity.!!!!Youth!were!asked!to!share!a!short!personal!story!based!on!the!following!prompt:!‘Share!a!real!or!imaginary!story!about!a!time!when!you!or!another!youth!in!your!community!faced!a!difficult!decision!around!a!career!in!agriculture’.!Each!respondent!was!then!asked!to!selfYsignify!their!story!based!on!a!set!of!four!triads,!four!dyads!and!three!multipleYchoice!questions!(for!example!of!questionnaire,!see!Appendix!A).!This!selfYsignification!provided!a!more!objective!means!through!which!trends!in!the!narratives!could!be!classified!by!providing!a!plausible!alternative!to!analysts!coding!narratives!retrospectively!(Lynam!&!Fletcher!2015).!Fourteen!questions!of!a!demographic!and!psychographic!nature!were!also!included.!Data!was!processed!using!SenseMaker!Explorer!®.!A!target!population!of!youth!between!the!ages!of!16!and!35!was!selected!from!three!sites,!each!from!a!distinct!climatic!and!cultural!region!in!South!Africa;!the!Western!Cape,!KwaZuluYNatal!and!Limpopo!province.!Given!the!agrarian!nature!of!the!research,!the!sampling!!approach!favoured!rural!areas!with!high!youth!population!densities!and!a!mix!of!traditional!farming!and!largeYscale!comemrical!agriculture.!The!Western!Cape!sample!site!was!the!exception.!Here,!a!sample!of!urban!youth!living!in!informal!settlements!between!urban!centers!and!farming!landscapes!was!taken.!Each!sample!site!was!located!within,!or!in!close!proximity!to,!agriculturally!active!landscapes.!A!nonYprobability!based,!convenience!sampling!approach!was!used!in!each!of!the!three!regions.!This!meant!that!the!sample!should!not!be!considered!as!representative.!The!majority!of!interviews!were!conducted!at!home!or!in!places!of!learning.!!Data!was!collected!on!tablets!using!SenseMaker!Collector®!and!local!fieldworkers!were!recruited!in!each!location!to!provide!firstYlanguage!support!to!respondents.!!In!total,!three!teams!of!field!workers!undertook!14!days!of!interviews!between!15!November!2016!and!4!March!2017.!Seven!hundred!and!one!(701)!youths!responded!to!the!story!prompt!and!completed!the!signification!framework!across!the!sample!sites.!Of!
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!
Figure 3.1: Selection of narratives considered to reflect positive attitudes toward 
agricultural work 
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TEXT BOX 3: SAMPLE OF NARRATIVES REQUESTING SUPPORT !
 
Don't have information about agriculture!
I found it difficult to take agriculture as career because I don't have much 
information about it.my self I stay at rural area and in rural area there no 
much opportunity to work as agriculture and there no peaple who do 
agriculture that I can grab information to them!
 
Lack of qualified teachers!
I taken it as a career I face many challenges firstly at school lack teachers 
who teacher agriculture and motivation. I share it with my brother that I'm 
interest in agriculture and he told me take it even your school have teacher 
they will register with another school, so I was suppose to study on my own. 




There was a young girl that I know named Lulu. She grew up from a poverty 
family. She used to have small garden. She loved agriculture, she hope to 
produce more and she wanted to take agriculture to be her profession but she 
didn't due to lack of money.!
 
The darkness in my future!
There is a young boy called Sipho in my community, he is living with his 
grandfather and he liked agricultural programmers but the problem was that 
his grandfather could not afford to pay fees for Sipho continue with his study 
after finishing grade 9. So Sipho had to drop up at school he was interested in 




I've study agriculture at university it was a very good career path I enjoy 
doing it a lot while my friends were against it but I carry on finish my year but 
the problem came when I have to apply for a job I didn't get any job and that 
was painful to me and it felt like it a waste of time because my parent have 
faith on me now I'm sitting home with my degree but I still have hope.!!
Farming Is Great !
It happened in summer when me and my friend intend to start a career in 
agriculture. We mainly targeted cattle farming when all of sudden terrible 
draught striked. All the heifers we invested on were moped away. We 
approached the government for help, we were promised to be compensated. 
Till now to our surprise nothing happened. We tried some follow up 
applications but to no success. We feel hard done by the government, the 
results were a failure.!!
Losing hope!
I was involved in a chicken project, and I faced lot of challenges because I 
didn't have enough space, I was living in a informal settlements my chicken 
were dying everyday. It changed all my dreams because I gave up my dream.!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
 
















3.4.1!PASSION!VERSUS!PROFIT!!The!first!trend!Y!the!value!youth!place!on!work!with!social!outcomes!Y!is!that,!despite!their!apparent!financial!poverty,!for!many!young!South!Africans,!careers!are!much!more!than!about!making!money!(see!Figure!3.2).!Careers!with!a!strong!social!outcome!or!benefit!appeared!to!matter!to!many!young!people.!Youth!wanted!to!be!seen!as!active!agents!of!social!transformation!within!their!communities.!!Interrogating!this!finding!in!relation!to!the!broader!literature!in!South!Africa!is!a!complex!task!given!the!relationship!between!achieving!financial!security!and!the!ability!to!support!extended!social!networks!living!in!poverty!in!the!context!of!collectivist!cultures5.!On!the!one!hand,!there!is!evidence!that!engagement!with!social!issues!(not!to!mention!environmental!ones)!does!not!feature!prominently!in!the!aspirations!of!South!African!youth!(Emmett!2004;!Mattes!2012;!Swartz!et!al.!2012).!Swatz!et!al.!(2012)!in!particular,!speak!about!the!relationship!between!youth’s!narrow!focus!on!making!money!and!their!ability!to!construct!a!sense!of!identity!and!belonging!through!material!accumulation!of!consumer!goods.!Swartz!et.!al.’s!position,!which!may!be!indicative!of!broader!assumptions!on!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!5 Because collectivist cultures emphasize people's interdependence within the group, people's 
behaviour is largely regulated by group norms rather than personal attitudes (Vogt & Laher 
2009). 
 










● With!so!many!youth!displaying!an!interest!in!agriculture,!does!it!matter!that!many!others!are!not!interested?!!!Negative!stigma!around!agriculture!appears!to!be!particularly!pronounced!and!carry!a!social!aspect!that!extends!beyond!a!basic!lack!of!interest!or!aptitude!one!would!expect!for!other!sectors.!Themes!from!the!narratives!emerged!around!agriculture!being!for!the!poor,!the!dirty!and!the!elderly!on!the!one!hand,!or!simply!for!white!people6!on!the!other.!Agriculture!was!perceived!by!many!as!a!risky!career!path!that!involved!a!lot!of!hard!work!for!little!financial!reward.!A!range!of!narrative!clusters!also!emerged!that!spoke!to!some!of!the!specifics!of!the!stigmas!and!disincentives!around!work!in!agriculture!(Textbox!1,!Figure!3.4.).!An!example!of!this!among!female!respondents!was!a!cluster!of!stories!making!specific!reference!to!the!impact!which!working!outside!had!on!the!colour!of!their!skin.!Considering!these!factors,!it!is!unsurprising!that!61%!of!respondents!felt!that!it!was!harder!to!make!career!decisions!relating!to!agriculture!than!other!careers!(see!Figure!3.4).!!The!stories!youth!told!suggest!that!this!negative!perception!mattered!to!those!who!were!interested!in!agriculture!for!a!number!of!reasons.!Particular!among!these!were!themes!of!peer!pressure,!shaming!and!substantial!family!pressure!when!considering!agriculture!as!a!career!choice.!However,!given!these!social!pressures,!the!fact!that!over!a!third!of!stories!presented!reflected!positive!sentiments!towards!work!in!agriculture!beyond!the!ability!to!support!basic!survival,!suggests!two!things:!!Firstly,!that!despite!social!stigma!and!negative!attitudes,!the!agricultural!sector!still!has!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!6 The dominance of white farmers in agriculture is largely a result of South Africa’s recent history 
with apartheid. 










onceptual synthesis of youth experiences as they pursue careers!
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career!trajectory!is!unsurprisingly!fundamentally!incompatible!with!young!people’s!visions!for!their!own!futures.!!To!elaborate!on!this,!youth!exiting!a!failing!school!system!struggle!to!achieve!the!passNmarks!required!for!basic!agricultural!training!at!a!tertiary!level!(Spaul!2013,!NYDA!2015).!The!fraction!that!do!manage!to!qualify!for!entry!subsequently!battle!to!fund!their!studies!at!these!institutions!(Le!Grange!2016,!Cloete!2016).!The!narratives!shared!by!youth!in!our!study!suggested!that,!on!graduation,!many!of!these!youth!fail!to!find!work!or!start!their!own!farms.!This!points!towards!a!fundamental!mismatch!between!the!agricultural!careers!of!graduates’!aspiration,!training!opportunities!and!available!employment!opportunities.!!Weak!professional!networks,!lack!of!career!guidance!and!poor!workNreadiness!among!youth!with!little!to!no!work!experience!may!also!contribute!to!the!challenges!of!securing!private!sector!employment!(NYDA!2015).!These!challenges!appear!to!leave!the!state!as!the!primary!employment!destination!in!the!minds!of!agricultural!graduates,!despite!its!very!limited!capacity!to!absorb!inexperienced!graduates.!Put!bluntly,!expecting!a!significant!number!of!currently!unemployed!youth!to!be!absorbed!as!formal!employees!into!agriculture!in!the!future!is!not!realistic!given!the!current!structure!of!the!food!system!and!longNterm!agricultural!employment!trends!(Venter!2016).!Expecting!them!to!be!absorbed!as!agricultural!employees!in!ways!which!resonate!with!their!sense!of!dignity!is!even!less!realistic.!Adopting!a!youthNcentric!approach!to!growing!employment!opportunities!within!the!framework!of!the!existing!food!regime!will!not!change!this!(Losch!2016).!This!infers!that!transforming!the!experience!of!youth!in!agriculture!requires!a!substantial!transition!within!the!structure!of!the!food!system.!!In!considering!foodNsystem!transformation,!Aliber!and!Hall!(2012),!amongst!others,!(HoltN!Gimenéz!&!Shattuck!2011,!Cousins!2013,!ReNAPRI!2014)!have!argued!extensively!for!an!approach!that!recognizes!the!limitations!of!bigNagriculture!and!supports!rural!accumulation!from!below.!The!perspectives!and!experiences!of!youth!provided!in!this!research!support!this!approach!and!clearly!indicate!fertile!ground!among!youth!for!such!an!approach.!!!
3.5.$IMPLICATIONS$Through!their!narratives,!youth!also!clearly!communicated!their!needs!within!the!sector.!While!a!wide!number!of!suggestions!and!requests!emerged!from!the!573!narratives!which!were!collected.!With!a!few!exceptions,!these!could!broadly!be!grouped!under!four!main!themes:!(1) Career!guidance!and!information!at!school!level!to!assist!them!in!making!informed!decisions!about!their!futures;!(2) Support!to!study!agriculture!and!other!related!fields;!(3) More!job!opportunities!in!the!sector;!and!
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4.1$INTRODUCTION$$$
Persistent unemployment and underemployment have become synonymous with the youth 
experience across most of Sub-Saharan Africa. Currently 70% of Africans are under the age 
of 30, and close to 800 million youth are estimated to enter the job market in this region by 
2050 (Losch 2016). Of these, it is likely that less than half will have completed secondary 
school and no more than 10% will have completed any form of tertiary qualification (Minde 
et al. 2015). In South Africa, where the food system is supposedly the most ‘developed’, 50% 
of people under the age of 34 are unemployed and of these, 60% have never been employed 
(Spaul 2013). As the ranks of youth add to these numbers, the outlook becomes bleaker, 
particularly in a context of persistent underemployment.  
 
At the same time, the region faces many broader social, economic and environmental 
sustainability challenges. These socio-ecological challenges are intricately linked to the youth 
question (Losch 2016), and both affect the food system and are driven by it (Folke et al. 
2002; Nellermann et. al. 2009; Holt-Gimenez & Patel 2009; Alkon & Agyeman 2011; 
Stuckler & Nestle 2012; FAO 2017). As a key source of diverse livelihood strategies (Filmer 
& Fox 2014), the food system provides a significant opportunity for absorbing youth in 
productive activities. In some countries, the food economy accounts for as much as 80% of 
jobs (Tschirley et al. 2015). With the historically unprecedented upsurge in the numbers of 
young people entering the workforce, enabling a sustainability transition within the region 
will require supporting these youth to shift from being part of the problem to being part of the 
solution. Supporting youth to effect this transition, not just within agriculture but across the 
entire food economy, could be a major area of livelihood creation (NPC 2012; Tschirley et al. 
2015; Losch 2016). 
 
Acknowledging the interrelatedness of youth competencies and food system transitions, there 
has been a concerted call for increased investment and attention in youth skills development 
in the agri-food sector across the region (IFAD 2014; ReNAPRI 2014; NPC 2012;White 
2012; Haggblad et al. 2015; Minde et al. 2015; Tschirley et al. 2015; Losch 2016; ASSAf 
2017). If adequately conceived and executed, this renewed investment represents a window 
of opportunity for mainstreaming emerging sustainability innovations into the food system in 
order to bring about change. However, our research points to the limitations of both formal 
and informal learning channels in delivering the competencies required for system 
transitions. It’s one thing to say that investment is needed to support youth skills development 
in agriculture, but on what knowledge do we envisage this training to be based, and where on 
the youthful continent will sufficient numbers of appropriately qualified trainers come from 
to train hundreds of millions of youth? Competency development and dissemination is a 
substantial transitional bottleneck requiring urgent attention. As the numbers of youth in the 
region rise dramatically, a youth-centric understanding of systemic transitions which draws 
attention to these issues is also becoming increasingly important to global socio-ecological 
transitions beyond the food system.  
 
 




We apply the Multi-Level Perspective (MLP) as an underpinning theory of systemic 
transition for the study of youth skills development within the food system. Initially 
conceptualized as a heuristic framework for the study of ecosystems and socio-technical 
systems, the MLP is increasingly applied to the study of transitions within complex, large-
scale, socio-ecological systems (Smith, Vos & Grin, 2010). The MLP provides a systems-
based approach to understanding the ways in which small pockets of innovation (niches) can 
disrupt and transform the mainstream trajectory of a particular dominant system (regime) in 
the context of wider changes taking place across a given system ‘landscape’ – see Figure 4.1.  
 
 
Figure 4.1: Dynamic system change over time from Multi-Level Perspective (Source: Geels & Schot, 2007). 
The MLP framework emphasises how experimentation and innovation coalesce at a micro 
level into wider movements capable of shifting entrenched regimes at micro and macro 
levels. At the same time it considers how changes taking place within the macro landscape in 
which a particular regime exists, may create ‘cracks’ or ‘windows of opportunity’ which 
favour (or repel) the ability of a particular niche to shift the current regime. More recent 
applications of the MLP have extended to include regime resistance to change. Geels (2014) 
cites resistance by the current non-renewable energy regime to new renewable technologies 
as an example. Geels stresses the need to consider active approaches for regime 
destabilization when attempting to mainstream green technologies. From the MLP 
perspective, a systemic transition is considered to have occurred when a particular 
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constellation of niche practices or technologies are fully embedded into society (Genus & 
Coles, 2008). For the purpose of this paper, the term ‘transformation’ is applied to describe 
the process of change individual elements within the system undergo to bring about a 
systemic transition.  
 
Bringing this transition theory towards practical application within the food system, an 
extensive body of literature characterizing the current ‘food regime’ has been written since 
Freidmann & McMichael initially coined this term in 1987 (Freidmann 1993; Reardon et. al. 
2003; McMichales 2009; Holt-Giminesz & Shattuck 2011; Bernstein 2016). Broadly, these 
texts describe the current food regime as a ‘Global Corporate Food Regime’ (McMichales 
2009, p142), characterized by the large-scale commercialization of agriculture with 
increasingly high levels of commodity specialization, consolidated global supply chains and 
widespread ‘supermarketisation’ of the retail sector (Reardon et. al. 2003). This, they argue, 
has risen to the fore as a result of an increasingly neo-liberal geo-political landscape, 
supported by cheap fossil fuels and ecological extractivisim. The tension between the 
prevailing food regime and a growing collection of food system niches pursuing different 
models of development, centred around themes of localization, food sovereignty and 
agroecology have been highlighted (McMichaels 2009; Holt-Giminesz & Shattuck 2011).  
 
Important to the African context of this study is McMichael’s (2009) observation that while 
the supermarket revolution targeting more economically affluent consumers within the 
current food regime has led to a proliferation of choice for some, it has also contributed to 
generating populations of slum-dwellers as rural inhabitants are pushed out of roles in 
agrarian economies. Increasingly, even believers in neo-liberal political development like the 
World Bank are admitting that corporate-led land investments in Africa are not fulfilling their 
promise of employment creation for local people (White 2012). In the words of a 2010 World 
Bank report, ‘In many of the case studies [local people] had often suffered asset losses but 
received few or none of the promised benefits’ (Deininger & Byerlee 2011, p33). The 
Regional Network of Agricultural Policy Research Institutes in East and Southern Africa 
mirrors this sentiment, stating that ‘most types of large-scale agricultural production are 
capable of absorbing an exceedingly small fraction of the rural labour force, and unskilled 
farm labour in most cases pays very little above poverty-line wages’ (ReNAPRI 2014, p3). 
 
For the 800 million youth predicted to enter the African job market over the next three 
decades, there is a clear need to consider how to enable the transformation of the current food 
regime in ways that meet larger social and environmental sustainability goals as well as 
opening up new, long-term employment and other multiple livelihood opportunities for 
Africa’s youth. As White puts it: 
 
There are real and important choices to be made, with important consequences for the 
coming generations. Will young men and women still have the option, and the necessary 
support, to engage in environmentally sound, small-scale, mixed farming, providing food and 
other needs for themselves, their own society and others in distant places? Or will they face 
only the choice to become poorly paid wage workers or contract farmers, in an endless 
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landscape of monocrop food or fuel feedstock plantations, on land which used to belong to 
their parents, or to move to an uncertain existence in the informal sector of already crowded 
cities? - (White, 2012, p16) 
 
Exacerbating this, the limited availability of non-agricultural employment means that the 
‘potential productivity benefits from large-scale mechanised farming are likely to be 
outweighed by undesirable social and equity effects.’ (Deininger & Byerlee 2011, p36). 
 
In thinking about such large-scale systems shifts, Carlsson and Stankiewicz highlight the 
need to consider the centrality of knowledge or competence to enable change: 
 
‘networks of agents interacting in a specific technology area under a particular institutional 
infrastructure to generate, diffuse and utilize technology. Technological systems are defined 
in terms of knowledge or competence flows rather than flows of ordinary goods and services. 
They consist of dynamic knowledge and competence networks (Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 
1991, p. 111).  
 
This emphasizes the centrality of the development and flow of competence in the transition 
process. Viewing systemic transitions from this networked perspective ‘highlights more 
explicitly the importance not only of understanding the creation of technology, but also its 
diffusion and utilization’ (Geels 2004. 898. Own emphasis). This emphasis on the networked 
nature of competence is shared by a range of pedagogical theorists (Hakkarainen et al. 2004; 
Moore & Westley 2011; Hakkarainen et al. 2013; Torre et. al. 2016) including Goodyear and 
Carvalho (2013) who reason that  
 
‘Competence, which is one way of describing the end goal for a learning process, rarely 
resides in the head of a learner. Rather a person’s competence is usually entangled in, and 
dependent on, a set of social and physical relationships – such that an expansive view of 
competence includes that person’s ability to assemble and hold together the entities needed 
for the task at hand.’ (Goodyear & Carvalho 2013, p50) 
 
Within agricultural education and extension, for example, there is growing recognition for the 
contribution which well structured networks of farmers, rural industry operators and experts 
can make to rural innovation (Gwandu et al. 2014; ASSAf 2017; Kelly et al. 2017). 
 
From a Multi-Level Perspective, we assert that the demographic shift unfolding across Sub-
Saharan Africa is a landscape level pressure on the current food regime and that it therefore 
represents a window of opportunity within which regime level changes to the food system 
could be enacted. However, if a transition towards a more socially just and environmentally 
sustainable food system is to be realised timeously, youth will need to be inspired, 
capacitated and supported to create a food system radically different to the direction in which 
the current one is headed. 
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This paper aims to investigate and shed understanding on the ways in which new competency 
networks evolve within emerging sustainability niches, specifically within the food system. 
We investigated this using a case-study approach, focusing on an emerging niche in the 
broader food system, namely the localised organic agriculture sector in the Western Cape 
province of South Africa. We mapped and analysed competency networks using a method 
known as NetMap. Based on our analysis of these networks, we discuss how the 
dissemination and uptake of sustainability-orientated competencies can be accelerated in 




Case Study Site 
The South Africa food system is at an advanced stage of transition towards a globalized 
corporate food regime relative to other African countries. It is increasingly becoming the 
launch pad for corporate expansion of the agri-food sector into the rest of the continent 
(Metelerkamp 2014). That country is also a relative under-performer in terms of educational 
outcomes and had a youth unemployment rate of around 50% in 2014 (Spaul 2013; NYDA 
2015). Collectively, these three overlapping socio-political stress points (food, youth and 
education) provided a unique research setting, which epitomized the complex transition 
challenges many other countries in the region may face in the coming years. 
From the equally important perspective of emerging sustainability niches within the food 
system, a range of grassroots movements are emerging in South Africa. These focus on 
agroecological production, food sovereignty and localization. The emerging coalition 
between these actors represents an increasingly coherent and structured set of actors who 
share a transformative vision for the food system. Collectively, these actors have piloted a set 
of radical alternatives to the dominant models of food production, distribution and retail. 
From a Multi-Level Perspective, this diverse coalition of farmers, retailers, community 
members and others, is a textbook example of an emerging systemic niche (Geels & Scott 
2007).  
The study of the networks of successful actors within this emerging food movement provided 
an opportunity to gain insight into how learning for change takes place within niches in the 
context of a complex systemic crisis. In order to demarcate a study boundary around a 
particular set of competences within this emerging network, the organic farming component 
of this network was selected for study. This provided a relatively well-defined sub-set within 
the overall network of actors.  
Overview of Net-map process and theory 
The Net-Map process was developed to better understand multi-stakeholder systems by 
gathering in-depth information about resource networks, goals of actors, and their power to 
influence system outcomes (Schiffer & Hauck 2010). Net-Map merges two existing methods, 
namely social network analysis and power-mapping. As a research method, it is well suited to 
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the collection of qualitative and quantitative information in a structured and comparable way 
(Schiffer & Waale 2008). 
Net-Map enables participants within a particular system to surface and explain the diverse 
and often obscure spectrum of actors who exert influence over the outcome of a particular 
objective or process within that system. The resultant network maps indicate who the relevant 
actors are, the ways in which they are connected to one another and their perceived influence  
within the system. (Schiffer & Waale 2008, p1).   
A clear prompting question is required to demarcate the boundaries of the Net-Mapping 
process for participants. The prompting question posed to interviewees was “Who are the 
actors that influence the success of an organic farmer in South Africa and how [/to whom] are 
they accountable?” This was posed to key informants on an individual basis.  
Working together on a large sheet of paper, interviewees and the interviewer drew up a 
network map of the actors whom the interviewee felt influenced the success of an organic 
farmer. At the discretion of the respondent, each actor was classified into one of five 
categories: Farmer, Community, Civil Society, State and Private Sector.   
Civil society largely involved non-governmental organisations supporting farmers with 
training and other support services. State actors reflected the different spheres of government 
at local/ district, provincial and national levels, and a cross-section of different state sectors 
from (primarily) agriculture to rural development, water and sanitation. Private sector actors 
tended to include local input suppliers, ethical retailers and privatized information resources. 
Community actors included spouses, consumers, international online forums and local 
families.  Importantly, respondents were not unified in their classifications of actors. For 
example, Farmer 5 listed the “Internet & YouTube” as a farmer-based actor because they 
were using it to access others farmers’ knowledge. Whereas Farmer 3 listed it as a 
community-based actor because of the general spirit in which it was created and shared. 
The interviewer then guided the interviewee to establish the nature of the linkages between 
each of the identified actors based on a set of five pre-determined types; information, 
finances, resources, advocacy and authority. Respondents denoted the direction of the 
relationship as to/from/bidirectional. Once the actors and their links with other actors were 
established, the influence of these actors was established using checkers pieces to construct 
influence towers. This allowed the abstract concept of influence to be tangibly represented in 
a three-dimensional form. A limited number of checkers pieces were provided, so 
interviewees had to carefully consider who the most influential actors were. 
 
Sample  
The Net-map method was applied by individually interviewing a sample of organic farmers 
and related sector organisations.   
 
A snowballing sampling process was used to develop a shortlist of 50 organic farmers in the 
Western Cape province of South Africa. These farmers were considered successful by their 
peers and related sector organisations. From this short list, five farmers, each representing a 
different scale of operation, were interviewed as per Table 4.1. The Net-Map process was 
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conducted on-farm and lasted between one-and-a-half and three hours per farmer, followed 
by a farm tour and broader discussion with each.   
 
Table 4.1 List of farmer respondents  
Farm Type  Years in operation Farm size 
Urban Community School Garden  1 0.1 ha  
Peri-urban micro vegetable farm 2 0.5 ha  
Rural vegetable farm 10 1.5 ha  
Peri-urban vegetable farm 14 10 ha 
Urban vegetable farm  11  24 ha 
 
A similar process was followed for sector organisations of which seven were selected (see 
table 4.2). Each represented different sector elements and was interviewed for between two 
and three-and-half hours.  
 
Table 4.2 List of Sector Organisation Respondents 
Organisation Type  Respondent years’ experience 
Retail Cooperative 7 
Sector Activist  7 
Sector Representational Body & Training 44 
Local Fresh Produce Market 25 
Rural development and Organic PGS 10 
Provincial Dept. Agriculture 9 
Farmer Advocacy and Training  40 
 
The twelve Net-Maps were subsequently presented to an expert panel of 25 regional and 
international sector representatives and farmers. Through facilitated small group engagement 
with the Net-Maps, this panel provided reflection on the 12 Net-Maps. Their inputs informed 
the over-arching analysis of the Net-Maps.  
The small sample is concruent with other leading Net-Map studies (Johnson, Schiffer, Oboh 
& Aberman 2009, Schiffer & Hauck 2010). The should be interpreted as an interpretative!and!qualitative!(Labaree!2009)!crossNsection!of!the!most!experienced!pioneers!in!this!small!niche!environment.!!Denzin!&!Lincoln!describe!qualitative!interpretative!research!as!a!process!





The maps varied greatly in nature. In total the respondents listed 380 actors and 880 
relationships. On average, farmers listed 17 actors in their Net-Maps, while sector 
organisations listed 43. The level of connectivity and complexity depicted in individual Net-
Maps also varied greatly. On the whole, farmers tended to list individuals and identify the 
factors influencing their success in simpler, more direct terms than sector organisations. 
Sector organisations for their part considered much wider sets of relationships, extending to 
as many as seven intermediary actors separating farmers from those seen to be influencing 
their success.  
Prevalence and influence were considered in the analysis. Prevalence refers to the frequency 
with which an actor or category of actors appeared. Influence refers to the weighting that the 
interviewees allocated to a particular actor or grouping of actors.  
 
General actors and influencers  
The most influential actors in the eyes of farmers were members of their community (36%) 
and the private sector (24%).  These two groups of actors along with other farmers were also 
the most commonly listed; private sector (42%), community (19%) other farmers (19%).  The 
least influential were civil society (16%), state actors (11%) and other farmers (11%). The 
state and civil society were listed least frequently at 12% and 9% respectively.  
The most influential actors in the eyes of sector organisations were civil society (27%) and 
the private sector (23%). These were also the most commonly listed at 28% and 24% 
respectively. The least influential were other farmer s (12%) and community actors (11%).  
Community and other farmers were also listed least frequently at 13% and 10% respectively. 
●  
Focus on learning networks  
The Net-Maps indicate to whom farmers turn for knowledge, as well as those to whom they 
do not. They provide an initial indication as to whether there are particular concentrations of 
knowledge and experience in the system and which specific individuals or institutions appear 
to be making substantial contributions to the learning taking place within the niche. Of the 
380 listed actors, approximately 30% (124) were identified by interviewees as having 
knowledge or information flowing to organic farmers. Figures 2 and 3 provide a distillation 
of the farmer and sector organisation Net-Map data filtered for information exchange and 
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coloured by classification. Table 3 provides a breakdown of these.  
 
 
Figure 4.2: Combined network map of all actors identified by farmers as sources of information that influenced their 
success 
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Figure 4.3: Combined network map of actors identified by sector organisations as influential information partners to 
farmers  
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Table 4.3: Information sources as listed by farmers and sector organisations  
Farmer&knowledge&
resources 
Percentage Number Example 
Private&Sector 42% 10 Hygrotech&Reps,&Reliance&Compost&
Reps 
Farmer 29% 7 Immediate&Neighbors,&Other&SA&
Farmers,&Market&Gardeners&Success&
Group,&Google,&YouTube 
Civil&Society 13% 3 Abalimi,&Soil&for&Life 
Community& 13% 3 Google,&YouTube,&Wife 




Percentage Number Example 
Civil&Society& 44% 43 Western&Cape&PGS,&Abalimi,& 
Private&Sector 18% 18 Ethical&Coop,&Internet,&Input&
Suppliers 
Community 17% 17 Sector&Activists,& 
Farmer 13% 13 Local&Farmer&Networks,& 
State 7% 7 Dept.&Of&Agriculture,&Lenoard&Sedira& 
 
Comparing these 124 relationships, the following observations can be made:  
Firstly, universities and other accredited training institutions (ATO’s) are conspicuous by 
their absence from the knowledge networks of both farmers and sector organisations. Farmers 
and sector organisations only made one reference to an accredited training institution in the 
direct knowledge/learning networks of organic farmers. Of these, only one was attributed any 
influence by a representative of a sector organisation. Universities featured in three of the 
sector representatives’ maps, but not as knowledge partners to organic farmers. 
Secondly, although sector organisations recognised the private sector as an important actor 
overall, they did not recognise its role in the knowledge and learning networks of the farmers, 
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with only one representative of a sector organisation making reference to the private sector in 
the knowledge network. Although representatives of sector organisations recognise the 
private sector, it seems they may underestimate the role which the private sector input 
suppliers play. Similarly, they may overestimate the role that civil society plays in farmer 
learning.  
International resources and digital learning channels featured repeatedly in farmers’ views on 
where they sourced knowledge from. Sector organisations made some reference to these and 
allocated no significant influence to them.   
State actors seemed to have the weakest role in farmer training and knowledge networks. 
Where state actors like extension officers were listed, there was some sentiment that while 
they had an influence, this influence was not necessarily positive due to the fact that they 




As we consider the calls for renewed attention to the role of agricultural training and 
development for equipping youth with the competencies required to shift and sustain new 
systems of food production, a number of valuable observations emerge from the niche 
network. Considered within the MLP heuristic, these help to further our understanding of 
how learning contributes towards linking fragmented niche actors and coalesces over time, 
building internal momentum within the niche.  
 
The data clearly indicated that well-established, formal training institutions and extension 
services played a very peripheral role in the day-to-day lives and struggles of pioneer 
farmers. In their absence, however, a rich learning network of other actors had emerged. This 
network comprised predominantly of other farmers, community actors, private companies 
and civil society organisations which collaborated (often voluntarily) to support the 
development and dissemination of competence within the niche.  While the nature of these 
relationships differed according to the type of farmer, they generally comprised of a blend of 
physical and digital learning strategies, with the latter being global in its scope.  
 
The new teachers: Apprenticeship in a digital world  
In line with a growing body of international evidence on effective agricultural innovation 
networks (Hansen et. al. 2014; ASSAf 2017; Kelly et. al. 2017), information and 
communication technology (ICT) played an important role in the development and 
dissemination of competencies within the niche.  
For the three farmers with good access to technology, YouTube and Google featured as 
common problem-solving tools for issues ranging from welding to organic pest management. 
Discussions with these farmers during the mapping process coupled with an analysis of the 
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type of information relationships that appeared in the Net-Maps as a whole indicate that 
knowledge on a range of relevant subjects was very seldom acquired through formal training. 
Instead, active problem-solving was adopted until confronted with a challenge that they could 
not solve alone. At this point, very specific knowledge was acquired on-demand, for direct 
application to the task at hand7. Primarily, this knowledge was sourced from other organic 
farmers via searchable digital channels such as YouTube and Google, or over the phone. 
Farmers such as Canadian, Jean-Martien Fortier who had effectively managed to package 
their knowledge into clear online material featured prominantly in this digital learning 
network. NGO’s and private sector input suppliers also featured, but contact with these 
parties tended to involve personal visits. Learning through visits to other farms also emerged 
as a less frequent, but highly valuable, practice for two reasons. Firstly, these visits appeared 
to play an effective and often formative role in farmers’ professional development. Secondly, 
because these visits were often undertaken communally with other non-farming actors from 
the network (consumers, retailers, certifiers, etc.) the visits appeared to play an important role 
in developing the kinds of off-farm relationships and competencies that were critical to the 
development of the network as a whole.   
 
This reflected a blended8, place-based9 learning approach, which is low-cost, student-led, 
individually customisable, project-based and available on-demand. Interestingly, many of 
these are features that many cutting-edge tertiary institutions (Gruenewald & Smith 2014; 
Wiek et al. 2014; Zheng et al. 2015) and extension programmes (Moschiz et al. 2015; ASSAf 
2017) aspire towards,  but which few manage to successfully implement.  
However, it was also clear that in the case-study context, situations existed where some 
farmers were not well-networked to those ‘in the know’, did not have the same levels of 
digital literacy (or access to data), did not possess sufficient awareness of knowledge 
resources, and did not have sufficient financial capital to engage in effective peer-to-peer 
learning. Farmers in these contexts cited a range of civil society organisations offering basic, 
mostly unaccredited, training as important contributors to their success.  
 
Formal education and extension: Behind the curve  
 
Moschitz et al. have noted that while innovation and learning are key to transition, the 
‘institutions that are charged with fostering innovation are often locked into old approaches 
and methods of intervention’ (Moschitz et al. 2015, p1). Evidence from our data supports this !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!7 The two largest and most established of the five farmers clearly stated that this was a strategy that 
they had followed since “unexpectedly" finding themselves farming with no formal agricultural 
qualification. 8 Singh (2003) defines blended learning as any form of learning which mixes various forms of face-
to-face and on-the-job training with distance self-study and/or e-learning.  9 Sobel (2004) defines place-based education is the process of using the local community and 
environment as a starting point for teaching. It emphasizes hands-on, real-world learning 
experiences and helps students develop stronger ties to their community, enhances students; 
appreciation for the natural world, and creates a heightened commitment to serving as active, 
contributing citizens. 
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view. Leading niche actors suggested that those they regarded as having the most valuable 
knowledge do not exist within accredited institutions or state-led extension service. Despite 
state and donor backing, the current structures of accredited training and extension appeared 
to be lagging behind informal (often digitised) learning networks in their ability to support 
the needs of agricultural pioneers.  
 
Civil society organisations which provided training and support, such as Abalimi Bezikhaya 
and Soil For Life, seemed to be filling a gap for emerging Black and Coloured farmers, 
which, by their own admission, should be occupied by established training institutions and an 
effective state-led extension service (DoA 2017). In many instances these civil society 
organisations relied on the same set of individual sector specialists10 as better-resourced 
farmers. In this sense, part of the role which civil society organisations were playing in niche 
learning was to act as a broker between the niche’s knowledge resources and under-resourced 
pioneers.  
 
This is not to say that training did not come up as an important factor in farmers’ own 
perceptions of their development. However, where it occurred, training tended to be 
unaccredited and take the form of either practical short courses of a few days, or longer 
apprenticeships on existing farms. Only one of the five successful farmers had a formal 
qualification from an established training centre. What appeared to make the short courses11 
effective was that they had been offered as part of a holistic package of support that extended 
beyond training and involved the practical application of learning, through the production 
phase and into market access. This enabled aspirant farmers to start small, providing the time 
and support necessary for farmers to learn experientially on their own farms. Pedagogically 
this can be seen as an important shift away from providing training, towards enabling place-
based learning.  
 
Anecdotal evidence also suggests that formal training may have been trying to “start too big”, 
offering courses which were too long, too expensive and appeared to prepare students for 
entry into the mainstream agricultural system rather than the emerging niche. Typically this 
either prepared students for formal employment in the commercial agriculture sector, or for 
entry into their own enterprise at scales which were unrealistically large and lacked effective 
cohesion to all the supporting services required by new farmers.  Reflecting on the above 
within the MLP heuristic suggests the following: Firstly that the current training institutions 
were contributing to the path-dependency of the current regime. Secondly, the niche 
organically responded to this path dependency by developing alternative learning approaches 
outside of the mainstream system.  
 
Pedagogical conundrum - Innovation and educational lag in sustainability niches 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!10 These specialists included other established farmers, input supplier representatives, a small number 
of independent trainer/activists.  11 Examples of such courses listed by respondents were offered by civil society organisations like 
Abalimi Bezi Khaya and Soil For Life 
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Emerging niches within any social system can be considered as a collection of skills and 
competencies in the making (Geels & Scott, 2007; Rauschmayer et. al. 2015). The extent to 
which these ways of working have evolved will depend on the age, maturity and particular 
character of the niche. It will also have implications for the kinds of approaches towards 
training; during earlier stages more flexible, open-ended approaches may be required than at 
later stages. The Net-Maps from the case-study niche suggest that the necessary 
competencies and relationships were coming together more cohesively. As a growing number 
of actors begin to successfully stabilise livelihoods for themselves within the turbulent and 
often hostile system, the networks of exchange between these fragmented success stories 
becomes an increasingly valuable resource for informal learning.   
Seen from a place-based perspective, which views practice within community as the 
cornerstone of transformative learning (Gruenewald & Smith 2014), a strong foundation for 
effective vocational learning appeared to be developing. However, from a traditional training 
perspective, particularly during early tertiary phases following high school, this fragmented 
and emergent knowledge landscape remains a challenging space to engage in. Curriculum 
development in the traditional sense is reliant on hindsight; tried and tested ways of doing 
things in a particular context, supported by reliable research, distilled into text books and 
lesson plans, then passed through accreditation bodies which ensure that what students are 
taught is correct. This in turn is taught to students by those who know how things work, 
operating within formal institutions which incur substantial overhead costs. This!is!a!slow!and 
bureaucratic process that is often expensive.  
The scale of the youth challenge described at the start of the paper deepens the pedagogic 
conundrum. An attempt to work out how to fix the food system and then, over time, 
institutionalise this understanding so that it may be taught to hundreds of millions of youth 
across the continent would be futile given the scale and transitional nature of the challenge. 
This is particularly true given that the intention is not to capacitate youth for roles in an 
established regime, but rather to support them to participate in the construction of a new, and 
only partially defined, future.  
Current accreditation structures in South Africa, as in most of the world, tend to regard 
learner engagement with unsolved problems as a linear process through which students 
progress from learning about established knowledge at lower tertiary levels, to engaging with 
unsolved challenges only at a postgraduate level (masters and PhD level) (Department of 
Education 2007). In their book, Emergent Teaching: A Path of Creativity, Significance, and 
Transformation, Crowell and Reid-Marr (2013) describe this as a limiting approach that 
separates students from active engagement with real world problems and limits the potential 
for transformative learning within individuals and society. Instead, they argue for curriculums 
and teaching which actively integrate principles of emergence. 
 
‘[emergent curriculums] are built upon student interests and ideas, in a purposeful, aesthetic 
learning environment and guided by an experiential perspective of learning. This very 
successful early learning approach [is] rarely continued [beyond pre-school]. In fact it is not 
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until one reaches the doctoral or MFA level that this kind of learning reappears. The two of 
us remember the joy and rigor of these learning experiences and how transformational this 
kind of instruction became in our overall development.’ (Crowell & Reid-Marr 2013, p13) 
In the African context, projections for tertiary enrolment are below 10% and post-graduate 
enrolments are even lower (Spaul 2013). As a result, the current pedagogic rationale robs all 
but a smallest fraction of academic elites of a chance to engage in processes of real problem-
solving while enrolled at accredited training institutions. It also places this same elite at the 
head of solving problems from which they are almost completely experientially disconnected 
because they are so often problems of poverty.  
In light of the need to mainstream niche innovation, this raises both a scalar and temporal 
challenge. It also reveals a pedagogic conundrum for educational practitioners seeking to 
amplify innovation and competency emerging from within niche environments: How do you 
teach approaches which, by virtue of their nature, have not been widely proven and lack 
established teachers? 
In response, we argue that there is a need to build emergence into learning design while 
actively seeking out ways of working with the scattered fragments of what already exists 
within the niche networks – irrespective of how vague or diffuse this might be – in order to 
amplify success and begin the process of knitting together the threads of future solutions. In 
effect taking a networked approach to what Snowden refers to as focusing on the 
‘evolutionary potential of the present’ (Snowden 2010, p223).  
The following section takes observations from the NetMap process to explore this in more 
detail. 
 







The absence of established training institutions from the niche network we investigated 
suggests that these institutions may currently do more to perpetuate the current food regime 
than they do to support emerging alternatives. Given the scale of the employment and 
training challenges facing African youth, we see little hope for meaningful youth engagement 
in a sustainability transition within the food system. That is unless valuable knowledge from 
pioneering practitioner networks is more effectively brought into play within new broad-
based training solutions and established training institutions.  
 
Due to the nature of the youth demographic bulge in Africa and the low levels of formal 
education among youth in the region, new models for decentralized, broad-based competency 
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development are needed. These need to be capable of reaching the 90% of youth who will not 
make it to a formal training institution, actively supporting them build proud careers that 
respond to regional sustainability challenges.  
Engaging learners of all levels in gritty, context-specific problem solving takes learner 
agency seriously. In the context of niche knowledge systems, it also avoids perpetuating an 
illusion of established academic knowledge that is disempowering to both students and 
facilitators. However, it also presents a risk of learners experiencing an overly daunting sense 
of being set adrift in the unknown.  
This implies that in spaces of transition there is a need to consider effective approaches for 
teaching students how to develop competency within murky and fragmented niche 
environments. As suggested from our pairing of literature on place-based education with the 
12 Net-Maps, this should include learning how to seek out and assemble constellations of 
partial knowledge from a broad and dynamic network of local and global sources12. Our 
interpretation of the Net-Map data implies the need to focus on methods of street-smart 
knowledge acquisition and validation which prioritise; personal and organisational 
relationships, peer-to-peer exchanges, internet-assisted problem solving, and links to 
carefully selected private sector input suppliers.  This supports Goodyear and Carvalho’s 
(2013) assertion that a person’s competence is highly dependent on their social relationships 
as well as their ability to assemble and coordinate the entities needed for the task at hand.  
Pursuit of a networked conceptualization of competency implies that students, and in 
particular those in niche environments, need to be learning about how to foster, develop, and 
maintain effective learning networks for their local contexts. For example, knowing who to 
go to for what, and how to structure requests for information in ways that make it simple and 
rewarding for network actors to support them. These are, in many ways, highly specialised 
soft-skills that should not be assumed to exist. In much the same way that previously 
unemployed youth on a learning trajectory toward stable employment in established sectors 
may need coaching on how to prepare for job interviews, entrants into niche environments 
need to learn to develop effective learning networks.  
Similarly if graduates are expected to be adept at sourcing knowledge from unconventional 
sources, there is a need for those supporting youth to take into account the resources students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds require in order to learn how to develop effective networks. 
For example, weighing up whether access to mobile phone data should take priority over 
things such as library access.   
While we argue that it is important to focus on alternative learning models, established 
training institutions clearly need to remain part of the transitional movement. In order to 
accelerate sustainability transitions through the incorporation of valuable niche competencies 
into mainstream education, these institutions may benefit from seeking ways to !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!12 The use of Netmap as a context specific anchoring device emerged as one potential method which 
could be used to support this. 
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constructively leverage the transformative potential of incomplete-knowledge in niche spaces 
at high school and undergraduate level. At the same time, established institutions may need to 
improve their ability to work with the latent and fragmented practitioner knowledge that does 
exist. This is likely to include embracing the fact that very often those most qualified to teach 




Limited focus to the agricultural segment of the niche system The!niche!mapping!focussed!primarily!on!the!agricultural!component!of!the!wider!food!system!niche.!From!an!employment!perspective!there!are!a!wide!range!of!other!career!options!in!emerging!niches!in!the!AgriNfood!system!beyond!the!onNfarm!jobs!N!specifically!in!alternative!retail,!organic!input!supply!and!food!processing.!Understanding!these!other!opportunities!could!go!a!long!way!to!increasing!the!number!of!youth!able!to!align!their!personal!interests!and!aptitudes!with!careers!in!the!niche!food!system.!Broadening!opportinities!for!youth!engagement!in!food!system!transitions!in!this!way!is!likely!to!be!critical!in!catalyising!change.!!
 
The Net-Map may overlook a number of foundational and soft skills  
 Basic!skills!such!as!numeracy!and!literacy!were!largely!assumed!to!exist!as!a!default!condition!among!respondents.!Given!the!low!levels!of!functional!numeracy!and!literacy!in!South!Africa,!this!methodological!omission!needs!to!be!considered!during!the!interpretation!of!results.!Similarly,!soft!skills!including!interpersonal!skills,!personal!professionalism,!time!keeping,!entrepreneurial!aptitude!and!selfNawareness!are!also!key!to!success!of!any!small!enterprise.!For!many!unemployed!youth,!these!skills!are!a!persistent!challenge!(NYDA!2015).!By!the!very!nature!of!selecting!leading!system!pioneers!to!determine!the!influential!actors!that!affect!their!success,!the!inherent!soft!skills!which!these!pioneers!entered!their!farms!with!are!overlooked.!!!!!
4.7.$Future$Reseach$$SocioNtechnical!transition!frameworks!such!as!the!MLP!and!SNM!have!articulated!the!need!to!consider!the!ways!that!niches!cross!scales!and!influence!the!wider!system.!Currently,!the!niche!food!system!that!was!studied!reflects!a!tiny!fraction!of!the!total!South!African!food!system!(INR!2008)!and!remains!largely!unsupported!by!the!prevailing!institutional!funding!and!support!instruments.!However,!in!spite!of!this!the!niche!was!an!important!site!of!sustainability!innovation!and!social!learning.!This!raises!two!questions:!!1. With!wellNplaced!institutional!support!and!longNterm!investment,!how!much!more!could!be!achieved?!!2. What!would!a!roadmap!for!achieving!this!look!like?!!!Future!research!in!this!direction!could!bring!together!theory!and!the!limited!body!of!empirical!research!on!niches!that!have!successfully!challenged!the!regimes!under!which!they!operated,!and!pair!it!with!an!inNdepth!study!into!the!needs!of!the!alternative!food!system!in!South!Africa.!





Three observations emerged from the organic sector Net-Maps. These assist in developing an 
understanding of how valuable competencies developed within sustainability niches as well 
as how these niche learning spaces could be more effectively supported in challenging 
unsustainable regimes.  
Firstly, within the case study niche, a substantial volume of valuable new knowledge had 
been generated. This ranged from knowledge about local adaptations of crop rotation 
practices and cost effective approaches to certification at a farm level, all the way through the 
system to the development of new retail models and approaches to local community 
engagement. However, this knowledge appears to reside in fragmented pockets of partial 
completeness, distributed across the system among local practitioners. In this way, niche 
development is hindered by low levels of systemic awareness about what is known and who 
knows what. The frequency with which specific actors were identified across the twelve Net-
Maps, as well as the number and nature of connections attributed to them also suggests that a 
small number of key actors play a vital role in ensuring that new solutions which emerge in 
one part of the system are connected to other actors who need them.  
In the exceptional cases where leading food system pioneers had managed to document and 
publish their experiences this had a considerable impact.  For example, the video tutorials and 
downloadable textbook based on Jean-Martine Fortier’s highly successful 1.4ha farm in 
Canada featured more prominently in the organic farmers’ knowledge networks than all of 
South Africa’s large agricultural universities combined. These highlight, as countless others 
already have, the importance of peer-to-peer learning and the role of ICT’s in supporting 
agricultural innovation (Lewis & Aarts 2011). It also indicates the critical need to focus on 
ways of supporting niche pioneers to record and disseminate their new knowledge quickly 
and effectively to a much larger audience. We see a clear role for traditional universities in 
this process.  
The second observation in relation to the existing flow of competence was that beyond niche 
practitioners, few established teachers and experts existed. These practitioners also tended to 
be in the process of working out solutions themselves rather than having them at hand. While 
these practitioners may aspire to teach, they appeared to have extremely limited time 
available to do so. Practitioner interviews as well as feedback from the expert panel both 
cautioned against placing additional teaching demands on niche pioneers who are often 
already stretched beyond capacity. This type of human resource pressure has been noted as a 
common transitional challenge as niches begin to mature (Moore et al. 2014). 
Thirdly, the origins of knowledge that was useful to those within the niche tended to be 
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associated with long-standing practitioners rather than research institutions or extension 
services. This knowledge was hard won through economically risky, on-farm 
experimentation. In this sense, practitioners and at times the private companies that supplied 
them on a day-to-day basis were at the forefront of the sustainability innovation curve.  In!summary,!the!development!and!transfer!of!competency!within!the!niche!network!appears!to!be!impeded!by!the!absence!of!teaching!capacity!and!institutional!support!combined!with!the!fragmented!nature!of!knowledge.!This!in!turn!hinders!the!niche’s!ability!to!carry!hardNwon!lessons!and!solutions!forward!into!a!regimeNlevel!transition.!However,!a!substantial!volume!of!knowledge!had!already!been!generated!and!sophisticated!informal!learning!networks!existed.! Unfortunately,!the!existence!of!a!network!does!not!ensure!that!the!impact!of!knowledge!it!bears!will!successfully!cross!the!scales!and!boundaries!required!to!achieve!systemic!transitions!(Moore!&!Westley!2011).!The!power!within!the!network!needs!to!be!purposefully!wielded!to!ensure!the!niches!do!not!remain!trapped!at!the!fringes!of!their!systems.!Investment!that!supports!sustainability!niches!to!structure,!record!and!disseminate!their!knowledge!with!greater!ease!and!to!much!wider!audiences!may!represent!a!valuable!opportunity!for!accelerating!sustainability!transitions.!!In!pursuing!this,!creative!approaches!will!be!required!capable!of!effectively!bridging!the!gaping!divide!between!the!many!tiny!pockets!of!niche!knowledge!and!the!90%!of!youth!in!Africa!who!will!not!make!it!to!formal!tertiary!training.!!!  
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5.1$INTRODUCTION$$!
It has been extensively argued that sustainability transitions are dependent among other things on the 
development and diffusion of new competencies. A transition to a global food system based on 
principles of social and environmental justice, for example, will rely on vast numbers of 
(predominantly young) people learning how to farm, trade and self-organize in new ways (Yeboah 
2018). The prevailing notion that learning for these kinds of transitions will be led by universities, 
technical colleges and other similar training institutions is a pipe dream and will not hold true for 
much of the Global South. Of the 800 million youth projected to enter the job market in Africa over 
the next 30 years (Losch 2016), only 10% will have a tertiary qualification (Minde e. al. 2015, Darvas 
2017). To say nothing of the type and quality of skills the 10% acquire in tertiary training, the far 
bigger question is really: What about the other 90%? Accepting this 90% will not be formally trained, 
how then do we consider engaging this overwhelming majority in the imagining and construction of a 
better future? 
 
This simple question highlights the need for increased research into potentially radical alternatives to 
the existing capacity building platforms to take us beyond reliance on the formal training sector. It 
also highlights the need to begin thinking about how to increase the dissemination and diffusion of 
knowledge and competencies from within emerging sustainability niches; particularly in the Global 
South, but also in the North.  
 
Theorists from across the fields of sustainability transitions, pedagogy and complexity, increasingly 
argue for the need to take a networked view on the development and diffusion of competency at an 
individual and societal level (Carlsson & Stankiewicz 1991; Reed et. al. 2010; Goodyear & Carvalho 
2013; Lotz-Sisitka et. al 2015; Kelly et. al. 2017; Wals et. al . 2017). Concurrently, there is an 
increase in voices calling for more place-based approaches to learning which embrace the notion of 
learning through context-sensitive practice (Smith 2002, Sobel 2004, Gruenewald & Smith 2014; 
Vallabh et. al. 2016; Shannon & Galle 2017).  This place-based approach asserts that using students’ 
local community and environment as a starting point for learning increases academic achievement 
while developing a heightened commitment to serving as active, contributing citizens (Sobel 2004). 
 
In response to the pressing need for new approaches, we see a role for increased attention to new 
methodological tools for curriculum development - methods capable of translating place-based 
pedagogies into practice at a grass-roots level where institutional capacity is weak and educators 
themselves lack the very skills they strive to pass on to their students. This work is inspired by our 
own experiences as teachers and facilitators working within sustainability niches over the past decade. 
In our experience, bridging the divide between the competencies we knew needed to be taught and the 




We apply the Multi-Level Perspective (MLP) as an underpinning theory of systemic transition for the 
study of youth skills development within the niche environments. Initially conceptualised as a 
heuristic framework for the study of ecosystems and socio-technical systems, the MLP is increasingly 
applied to the study of transitions within complex, large-scale, socio-ecological systems (Smith, Vos 
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and Grin, 2010). The MLP provides a systems-based approach to understanding the ways in which 
small pockets of innovation (niches) can disrupt and transform the mainstream trajectory of a 
particular dominant system (regime) in the context of wider changes taking place across a given 
system ‘landscape’ – see Figure 5.1.  
 
 
Figure 5.1: Dynamic system change over time from Multi-Level Perspective (Source: 
Geels & Schot, 2007). The!MLP!framework!emphasises!how!experimentation!and!innovation!coalesce!at!a!microNlevel!into!wider!movements!capable!of!shifting!entrenched!regimes!at!mesoN!and!macroN!levels.!At!the!same!time!it!considers!how!changes!taking!place!within!the!macro!landscape!in!which!a!particular!regime!exists,!may!create!‘cracks’!or!‘windows!of!opportunity’!which!favour!(or!repel)!the!ability!of!a!particular!niche!to!shift!the!current!regime.!More!recent!applications!of!the!MLP!have!extended!to!include!regimes’!resistance!to!change.!Geels!(2014)!cites!resistance!by!the!current!nonNrenewable!energy!regime!to!new!renewable!technologies!as!an!example.!Geels!stresses!the!need!to!consider!active!approaches!for!regime!destabilization!when!attempting!to!mainstream!green!technologies.!From!the!MLP!perspective,!a!systemic!transition!is!considered!to!have!occurred!when!a!particular!constellation!of!niche!practices!or!technologies!are!fully!embedded!into!society!(Genus!&!Coles,!2008).!Van!der!Bosch!and!Rotmans!(2008)!identify!three!central!mechanisms!by!which!this!takes!place:!deepening!(learning!as!much!as!possible!in!a!specific!context),!broadening!(linking!and!repeating!in!different!contexts)!and!scaling!up!(embedding!the!experiment!in!dominant!ways!of!thinking,!doing!and!organising).!For!the!purpose!of!this!paper,!the!term!‘transformation’!is!applied!to!describe!the!process!of!change!that!individual!elements!within!the!system!undergo!along!these!three!dimensions!in!order!to!






Under the current tertiary education system, the funds, institutions and teaching capacity are battling 
to reach more than 10% of Africans as they enter their working lives (Spaul 2013, Minde e. al. 2015, 
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Darvas 2017). At the same time, much is said about the potential for Africa to overcome many of its 
developmental challenges by leap-frogging (Maumbe & Okello 2013; Juma 2015; Njoh 2017). The 
region’s uptake of cellular phone technology and mobile banking technologies are frequently-cited 
examples (Kikulwe et al. 2014; Onsongo & Schot 2017). However, given the current status of 
educational institutions on the continent, there is a particularly acute need to differentiate between 
transitions that are heavily reliant on the widespread development of new competencies and those that 
are not.  
How does an awareness of the competency-intensive nature of a given transition better equip us to 
achieve it?  We argue that a realistic appreciation for extent to which a particular transition is or is not 
reliant on extensive competency development, increases our chances of success. 
In thinking about systemic transitions, Carlsson and Stankiewicz highlight the need to 
consider the centrality of competency flows and the institutions that enable them: 
 
‘Technological systems are defined in terms of knowledge or competence flows rather than 
flows of ordinary goods and services. They consist of dynamic knowledge and competence 
networks. [N]etworks of agents interacting in a specific technology area under a particular 
institutional infrastructure to generate, diffuse and utilize technology.’ (Carlsson & 
Stankiewicz 1991, p.111). 
 
Similarly, in their seminal book relating specifically to food system transformation, Goodman et. al. 
(2012, P.248) highlight the fact that ‘network processes of knowledge transmission are the catalyst for 
expansion by horizontal replication’. Horizontal (or peer-o peer) knowledge networks are the means 
through which pioneer projects multiply their effect.  
Viewing systemic transitions from this perspective ‘highlights more explicitly the importance not only 
of understanding the creation of technology, but also its diffusion and utilization’ (Geels 2004. 898. 
Own emphasis). This emphasis on the networked nature of competence is shared by a range of 
pedagogical theorists (Hakkarainen et al. 2004; Lorentzen 2008; Moore & Westley 2011; 
Hakkarainen et al. 2013; Torre et al. 2016). 
%
5.2.3%CONSIDERING%WHERE%TRANSFORMATIVE%KNOWLEDGE%RESIDES% 
Taking this a level deeper, theory from the field of Transitions Management suggests that transitions 
within complex systems require a mix of three distinct types of knowledge: systems, target and 
transformative knowledge  (Pohl & Hadorn 2007; Rauschmayer; Bauler & Schäpke 2015). Pohl and 
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Table 1: Three forms of knowledge (Source: Pohl & Hadorn 2007) 
!
Formal research institutions tend to do better at developing Systems and Target knowledge than 
Transformative knowledge. That is to say, as sustainability scholars and educators, we tend to have a 
better idea of what the current issues are and where we would like to be than we have of how to get 
there – uncertainty is inherent in the complex challenges and transformations targeted here.  The path 
is not clear yet, it needs to be created as the system’s actors experiment with new behaviors. This 
suggests that in our attempts to identify and access transformative knowledge for teaching purposes, 
we need to be looking beyond the formal channels of institutionalised innovation – particularly in 
economies where public research institutions are under-resourced.  
While the MLP does not explicitly differentiate between these three types of knowledge, it does 
emphasise that experimentation and learning coalesce at a micro-level - illustrating how, over time, 
this local level learning becomes increasingly influential as different elements within the emerging 
niche connect, align and stabilise (Geels & Schot 2007). This implies that the generation of new 
competencies for transformation (transformative knowledge) is a bottom-up process, which occurs at 
the fringes of the established system, outside of the dominant institutional cannon.  
Unfortunately, however, the existence of a localised network does not ensure that the impact of the 
transformative knowledge it bears will successfully cross the scales and boundaries required to 
effectively support a systemic transition (Carlsson & Stankiewicz 1991; Moore & Westley 2011). The 
power of the learning that has taken place within the network needs to be purposefully wielded to 
ensure the niche does not remain trapped at the fringe of its system. One challenge here is that 
naturally developing networks have a tendency toward homophily, the connection of similar and like-
minded actors. Spreading of innovation beyond the initial network often requires boundary spanners 
who are different from the network  mainstream and have connections beyond the core of the initial 
network. It is often not the farmers themselves, but an external actor (e.g. extension agent, trainer, 
input trader, researcher) who will spread new knowledge beyond the niche (Klerkx!et.+al++2009;+Kilelu!et.+al.+2011). 
Furthermore, the development and transfer of competency within the niche network appears to be 
impeded by limited time and networking capacity among niche actors (Spielman et. al. 2008, Moore 
et al. 2015), insular organisational cultures (Spielman et. al. 2008), self-referencing network 
connections (Lorentzen 2008), funding limitations (Minde et al. 2012), the fragmented nature of niche 
knowledge (Metelerkamp et al. in prep.) and problems developing trust (Spielman 2009). These 
pressures in turn limit a/the niche’s ability to carry hard-won lessons forward into regime level 
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transitions (Moore et al. 2014).  
In the context of Sub-Saharan agriculture (the focus of this study), one of the main hurdles that 
diminishes small farmers’ innovative capacity is their inability to integrate into beneficial networks 




Within the context of knowledge-intensive transitions, there is a need to better understand how the 
experiential and often fragmented knowledge of niche pioneers can be more effectively brought to 
bear in accelerating wider systemic change - specifically through learning.  
This paper explores Net-Map’s potential utility as a supportive tool in the promotion of learning for 
sustainability transitions. In doing so, the paper builds on research by Metelerkamp et al. (in prep) in 
which Net-Map was used to understand the learning networks of grass-roots sustainability pioneers. 
While the work explicitly targets agricultural training institutions operating at a grass-roots level in 
Southern Africa, there are implicit links to larger formal training establishments, extension services 





We applied Net-Map to an emerging sustainability niche within the food system in order to 
understand the learning networks of successful system pioneers.  
Net-Map was originally developed to better understand multi-stakeholder systems by 
gathering in-depth information about resource networks, goals of actors, and their power to 
influence system outcomes (Schiffer & Hauck 2010). Net-Map merges two existing methods, 
namely social network analysis and power-mapping. As a research method, it is well-suited 
to the collection of qualitative and quantitative information in a structured and comparable 
way (Schiffer & Waale 2008). 
Net-Map enables participants within a particular system to surface and explain the diverse 
and often obscure spectrum of actors who exert influence over the outcome of a particular 
objective or process within that system. The resultant network maps indicate who the relevant 
actors are, the ways in which they are connected to one another and their perceived power 
within the system (Schiffer & Waale 2008. p1).   
 
Step 1. Prompting Question 
A clear prompting question is required to demarcate the boundaries of the Net-Mapping 
process for participants. 
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In considering the prompting, question the research focussed on the full spectrum of actors 
influencing the success of farmers rather than asking a direct question about who their 
knowledge resources were. This was done for two reasons: Firstly, we wanted to construct a 
holistic picture of the full range of actors at play in their lives because, from a capacity-
building perspective, these would be instructive of the kinds of actors that would need some 
form of coverage in a training offering targeting this career path. Secondly, approaching the 
topic of learning directly could, to some extent, bias responses and result in the exclusion of 
valuable insights due to differences in respondents’ understandings about what constituted a 
useful knowledge resource. Also, as mentioned above, learning is only one aspect of 
successful transition, so by having a broader question, the mapping was able to illustrate how 
the learning is embedded in a network of other interacting connections. 
 
The prompting question posed to interviewees was: 
“Who are the actors that influence the success of an organic farmer in South Africa and 
how[/to whom] are they accountable?”  
 
This was posed to key informants on an individual basis. The facilitator would write this 
prompting question up as a heading of the large sheet of paper used in the mapping process to 
ensure participants remained aware of the guiding question at all times.   
 
Step 2. Listing actors  
Working together on a large sheet of paper, the interviewer assisted the interviewee to list all 
of the actors whom the interviewee felt influenced the success of an organic farmer.  At the 
discretion of the respondent, each actor was classified into one of five categories: Farmer, 
Community, Civil Society, State and Private Sector.  
Examples: Civil Society actors listed included non-governmental organisations supporting 
farmers with training and other support services. State actors reflected the different spheres of 
government at local/ district, provincial and national levels, and a cross section of different 
state sectors from (primarily) agriculture to rural development, water and sanitation. Private 
sector actors tended to include local input suppliers, ethical retailers and privatised 
information resources. Community actors included spouses, consumers, international online 
forums and local families.  Importantly, respondents were not unified in their classifications 
of actors. For example, Farmer 5 listed ‘[the] internet & YouTube’ as a farmer-based actor 
because they were using it to access others farmers’ knowledge. Whereas Farmer 3 listed it as 
a community-based actor because of the general spirit in which it was created and shared. 
To ensure simple category differentiation in the final map, different coloured sticky notes 
were used.  
 
Step 3. Network mapping  
The interviewer then guided the interviewee to establish the nature of the linkages between 
each of the identified actors based on a set of five pre-determined types; information, 
finances, resources, advocacy and authority. Each of the five types was listed using a 
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different colour. Respondents denoted the direction of the relationship as 
to/from/bidirectional.  
 
Step 4. Allocating influence   
Once the actors and their links with other actors were established, the influence of these 
actors was determined using checkers pieces to construct influence towers. This allowed the 
abstract concept of power and influence to be tangibly represented in a three-dimensional 
form. A limited number of checkers pieces were provided so interviewees had to carefully 
consider who the most influential actors were. 
 
Step 5. Reflection and discussion  NetNMaps!serve!as!useful!boundary!objects!for!anchoring!complex!discussions!(Hauck!et+al.!2015;!Stein!&!Barron!2017)!and the!process!naturally!tended!to!evoke!substantial!reflection!and!explanatory!discussion!from!the!participants.!Allowing!participants!to!embark!on!tangents!and!enter!into!storytelling!mode!as!they!were!developing!their!networks!appeared!to!increase!the!amount!of!actors!and!connections!they!listed.!At!the!end!of!the!process,!as!time!allowed,!participants!would!be!invited!to!step!back!from!their!network!maps!and!reflect!on!what!they!had!laid!out!and!make!any!amendments!they!felt!were!necessary.!!
 
 




The Net-Map method was applied by individually interviewing a sample of organic farmers 
and related sector organisations.   
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A snowballing sampling process was used to develop a shortlist of 50 organic farmers in the 
Western Cape province of South Africa. These farmers were considered successful by their 
peers and related sector organisations. Each of these 50 actors were then rated against a 
common set of criteria to produce a short-list of five farmers, each representing a different 
scale of operation (see Table 1.) The Net-Mapping process was conducted on-farm and lasted 
between one-and-a-half and three hours per farmer, followed by a farm tour and broader 
discussion on each farm.   
 
 
Table 5.1 List of farmer respondents  
 
Farm Type  Years in operation Farm size 
Urban Community School Garden  1 0.1 ha  
Peri-urban micro vegetable farm 2 0.5 ha  
Rural vegetable farm 10 1.5 ha  
Peri-urban vegetable farm 14 10 ha 
Urban vegetable farm  11  24 ha 
 
A similar process was followed for sector organisations, of which seven were selected (see 
table 5.2). Each represented different sector elements and were interviewed for between two 
and three-and-half hours.  
 
Table 5.2 List of Sector Organisation Respondents  
Organisation Type  Respondent years’ experience 
Retail Cooperative 7 
Sector Activist  7 
Sector Representational Body & Trainer 44 
Local Fresh Produce Market 25 
Rural development and Organic PGS 10 
Provincial Dept. Agriculture 9 
Farmer Advocacy and Training  40 
The twelve Net-Maps were subsequently presented to an expert panel of 25 regional and 
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international sector representatives and farmers. Through facilitated small-group engagement 
with the Net-Maps, this panel provided reflection on the 12 Net-Maps. Their inputs informed 
the over-arching analysis of the Net-Maps.  
5.5$RESULTS  
The maps varied greatly in nature. In total the respondents listed 380 actors and 880 
relationships. On average, farmers listed 17 actors in their Net-Maps, while sector 
organisations listed 43. The level of connectivity and complexity depicted in individual Net-
Maps also varied greatly. On the whole, farmers tended to list individuals and identify the 
factors influencing their success in simpler, more direct terms than sector organisations. 
Sector organisations for their part considered much wider sets of relationships, extending to 
as many as seven intermediary actors separating farmers from those seen to be influencing 
their success. Differences such as this highlight that the process is not so much about 
mapping reality, but rather mapping network perceptions which provide the basis for 
behaviors and decision-making – the difference in perspective can be helpful for 
understanding why the other actor acts as they do. 
Prevalence and influence were considered in the analysis. Prevalence refers to the frequency 
with which an actor or category of actors appeared. Influence refers to the weighting that the 
interviewees allocated a particular actor or grouping of actors.  
 
General actors and influencers  
The most influential actors in the eyes of farmers were members of their community (36%) 
and the private sector (24%).  The least influential were civil society (16%), state actors 
(11%) and other farmers (11%). These two groups of actors along with other farmers were 
also the most commonly listed; private sector (42%), community (19%) other farmers (19%).  
The state and civil society were listed least frequently at 12% and 9% respectively.  
The most influential actors in the eyes of sector organisations were civil society (27%) and 
the private sector (23%). These were also the most commonly listed at 28% and 24% 
respectively. The least influential were other farmers (12%) and community actors (11%).  
Community and other farmers were also listed least frequently at 13% and 10% respectively. 
 
Focus on learning networks  
The Net-Maps indicate to whom farmers turn for knowledge, as well as those to whom they 
do not. They provide an initial indication as to whether there are particular concentrations of 
knowledge and experience in the system and which specific individuals or institutions appear 
to be making substantial contributions to the learning taking place within the niche. Of the 
380 listed actors, approximately 30% (124) were identified by interviewees as having 
knowledge or information flowing to organic farmers. Figures 2 and 3 provide a distillation 
of the farmer and sector organisation Net-Map data filtered for information exchange and 
coloured by classification. Table 5.3 provides the related numeric breakdown.  
 





Figure 5.3: Combined network map of all actors identified by farmers as sources of 
information that influenced their success  
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Figure 5.4: Combined network map of actors identified by sector organisations as 
influential information partners to farmers  
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Private&Sector 42% 10 Hygrotech13&sales&representatives,&
Reliance&Compost&sales&
representatives 
Farmer 29% 7 Immediate&neighbours,&Other&SA&
Farmers,&Market&Gardeners&Success&
Group,&Google,&YouTube14 
Civil&Society 13% 3 Abalimi,&Soil&for&Life 
Community& 13% 3 Google,&YouTube,&Wife& 








Civil&Society& 44% 43 Western&Cape&Participatory&
Guarantee&System,&Abalimi&Bezikhaya 
Private&Sector 18% 18 Ethical&CoXop,&Internet,&Input&
Suppliers 
Community 17% 17 Sector&activists& 
Farmer 13% 13 Local&farmer&networks& 
State 7% 7 Dept.&Of&Agriculture,&individual&
departmental&advocates 
 !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13 Hygrotech is a local supplier of seedlings, irrigation systems and agricultural inputs. The company 
approach is sensitive to ecologically friendly agriculture.   
14 While Google and YouTube were not knowledge actors in their own right, they featured repeatedly 
as the primary portals for the online problem solving   
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Comparing these 124 relationships, the following observations can be made:  
Firstly, universities and other accredited training institutions are conspicuous in their absence from the 
knowledge networks of both farmers and sector organisations. Farmers and sector organisations only 
made one reference to an accredited training institution in the direct knowledge/learning networks of 
organic farmers. Of these, only one was attributed any influence by a representative of a sector 
organisation. Universities featured in three of the sector representatives’ maps, but not as knowledge 
partners to organic farmers. Instead, universities were seen to play an advocacy role for the organic 
sector - although this was attributed low influence overall.  
Secondly, although sector organisations recognised the private sector as an important actor overall, 
they did not recognise its role in the knowledge and learning networks of the farmers; only one 
representative of a sector organisation made reference to the private sector in their knowledge 
network. Although representatives of sector organisations recognise the private sector, it seems they 
may underestimate the role which the private sector input suppliers play. Similarly sector 
organisations may overestimate the role that civil society plays in farmer learning.  
International resources and digital learning channels featured repeatedly in farmers’ view on where 
they sourced knowledge. Sector organisations made some reference to these and allocated no 
significant influence to them.   
State actors seemed to have the weakest role in farmer training and knowledge networks. Where state 
actors like extension officers were listed, there was some sentiment that while they had an influence, 





Considering the implications of Net-Map as a supportive tool within sustainability transitions suggests 
that the method could serve as a useful tool to support curriculum designers, facilitators and 
students. The discussion to follow is presented in two sections: strengths of the method, followed by 
its weaknesses. Based on this, a revised version of the standard Net-Map method is provided aimed 
specifically for use in the educational context.   
 
5.6.1%STRENGTHS%OF%THE%METHOD%%!
Surfacing system structure and relationships 
Firstly, Net-Map proved to be a simple and relatively rapid means through which a training 
organisation seeking to engage the knowledge embedded within an emerging niche could surface 
critical relationships relating to the particular competency or career trajectory they are seeking to 
support.  
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This not only provided a useful lay of the land in terms of how a wider community of actors 
influences success within a given discipline, it also helps to protect against the potential blind-spots 
within existing curricula. In our case study, for example, sector organisations appeared to be 
overlooking the important role that supportive partnerships at home, online learning and the specific 
private sector actors played in the success of pioneering farmers.  
Identifying keystone knowledge brokers 
Having established a basic model of the relationships that were important to success for organic 
farmers, the Net-Map process provided a simple means by which to identify regional actors who are 
particularly central to what Carlsson and Stankiewicz (1991) refer to as the diffusion and flow of 
knowledge across the network. These keystone knowledge actors appear to play a pollinator role, 
joining the dots in connecting new solutions to common problems. By their nature they tend to be 
connected to far more nodes in the system than the average actor, and they tend to feature consistently 
in different kinds of actors Net-Maps. Ethical Co-op, for example, appeared as a richly connected 
actor in 7 of the 12 Net-Maps suggesting that it held a central role within the network economy.  From 
an educational perspective, understanding who these actors are is important as they may serve as 
enabling allies providing advice and access to network resources.   
Identifying subject specialists 
Following on from this, the utility of the method for curriculum designers, facilitators and students is 
its ability to assist in identifying content specialists in contexts where knowledge is both fragmented 
and poorly archived. The Net-Maps generated in the process provide a quick and easy reference point 
for facilitators and course coordinators seeking to bring in specialist guest presenters, plan field trips 
or organise internships. Table 5.4 provides an example of how data from the Net-Maps can be 
distilled down into a local competency catalogue. Central to the power of these kinds of competency 
catalogues is that they are practitioner peer-reviewed through the Net-Map process (we elaborate on 
this in the following section).   
Table 5.4: Abbreviated example of local competency catalogue  
Key Competencies  Competency specialists  
Organic vegetable production Francios Malan, Jacques Olivier, Skye Felman, Market 
Gardeners Success Group  
Seed and seedling production  Hygrotec and Klien Karoo Seed 
Compost production  Tommy’s Compost, Reliance Compost,  
Record keeping and accounting  Henriette Malan 
Alternative retail systems  Ethical Coop/Anique van de Vlugt, Wild Organics, Audrey 
Wainright, Market Gardeners Success Group 
Philosophy of agroecology  Alan Rosenberg, Raymond Aubach 
Communal farming and  urban 
food gardens 
Soil For Life, Rob Small  
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Using the different colour lines to indicate different forms of connection between actors also provides 
an easy way for educators and students to understand which kinds of actors hold knowledge on 
specific aspects of the system. While the influence weighting attributed to each actor in the individual 
Net-Maps can provide an indication of the potential importance of the knowledge particular actors 
have to offer.  
Verifying practitioner knowledge in absence of formal qualifications 
The case study suggested that very often those most qualified to teach within transitional spaces are 
practitioners and activists who possess a proven ability to function within the system but have no 
formal qualification relating to their expertise. This raises the need for ways of validating expertise 
and establishing who subject specialists are.  
When attempting to support competency development within niche spaces, which by their nature 
attract radical thinkers, the challenges faced by students and facilitators in discerning fact from fiction 
should not be underestimated. The difficulties of working out how to discern between radical actors 
purveying passionate but unproven pseudo-science and unconventional approaches that actually work, 
should not be taken lightly. For training organisations, getting this wrong can set youth up for failure, 
ultimately doing more damage to youth and transition movements than not doing anything at all.  
To overcome this, the Net-Map process provides a form of grass-roots peer review for knowledge 
sources within a given network. As they seek to overcome their day-to-day challenges, niche actors 
are continually trialling solutions. In doing so they are continually evaluating the ability of solutions 
proposed by others to hold up to the demands of their context. Over time, sources of information that 
yield results are retained and those that do not are discarded. Based on this, we assert that the level of 
influence attributed to a particular knowledge source and the number of niche actors who make 
reference to a given information source, can be used as a means of verifying the degree to which a 
particular knowledge source (or type of knowledge source) can be depended on in a given context.    
As a supportive tool in the absence of formal articulation frameworks  
While the validation of knowledge is important, this also needs to be pitched at the relevant level. The 
kind of information sources that yield value for an actor with 10 years’ experience, may differ 
significantly from the needs of a young entrant taking their first tentative steps into a new career.  
Progression through conventional education programmes is based on the premise of a learner 
articulation framework. This serves as a guideline for the level of competency a learner has achieved 
and what following courses of study their current level of competence equips them to progress onto. 
A Diploma in agriculture enables entry to an Advanced Diploma and so forth. For facilitators this 
provides guidance on what kinds of knowledge students require to achieve a certain kind of practical 
outcome. However, for those attempting to teach new subjects in informal contexts, outside of 
established articulation frameworks, making informed decisions around what to teach when and what 
to leave out can be difficult.  
While it was not a direct aim of our study to test the application of Net-Map for this purpose, a 
reflection on our process suggests potential.  
Our study covered a broad spectrum of farmers ranging from a fledgling 0.1ha community garden to a 
well-established 24ha commercial operation (see Table 5.1).  
We noted that, as the nature of each operation changed, so too did the kind of knowledge and 
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supporting knowledge resources. While more data points for each scale of farming would clearly be 
necessary before conclusions could be drawn, an initial review of the Net-Maps of the five distinct 
farm types displayed substantial differences. For example, farmers in the earlier stages of their careers 
tended to turn more towards civil society organisations and more established farmers. In turn, these 
more established farmers appeared to have outgrown the available local resources and resorted 
increasingly to a smaller handful of international knowledge resources.  
 
Assisting in understanding the learning resources students require 
Once a list of key knowledge resources has been defined, an assessment can be made to determine the 
kinds of learning resources required in order to access these resources. The dual emergence of online 
learning resources paired with a contextually sensitive, place-based approach shifts the kind of 
planning required to link students with these resources.   
Understanding the nature of knowledge resources operating within a given niche or career field allows 
facilitators to begin asking the relevant questions: if key online resources are available for free, then 
do students have access to smartphones or computers to access these? Do they need mobile phone 
data to be able to work from home, and so forth. For students for whom English is not thier home 
langauge, translation of material may be an additional consideration.  
When it comes to human teaching resources, it may be helpful to consider which resources are most 
time stressed: differentiating between resources that should be visited as a group to avoid over 
burdening the teacher, and where might it make sense to encourage students to build independent 
relationships with a particular resource? And, in both cases, consider what institutional support is 
needed to support this network building. 
 Building on this, Table 5.5 provides examples of case study specific insights for localised 
agroecological food systems. The research identified six particular groups of influential knowledge 
partnerships that could be of value to educators seeking to support aspirant farmers.  
$ $




Knowledge actor Notes for educators 
Online knowledge 
communities and resources  
Wide range of free and high value learning material exists 
online. However, for those without extensive practical 
knowledge in the field, sifting through the plethora of 
international sources to determine the true utility of 
information and its local applicability can be a minefield. 
Probing successful farmers for the online resources they trust 
and use most frequently provides a reliable screening and 
validation approach.    
 Once!these!online!resources!have!been!curated,!sharing!this!information!with!other,!less!experienced!or!less!onlineNsavvy!farmers!could!highly!increase!their!effectiveness!and!efficiency!of!accessing!useful!information!online 
Alternative retail outlets and 
consumer cooperatives  
These are keystone actors in the system that tend to be 
very well networked potentially making them critical 
knowledge brokers. Because they engage with quite a 
large number of farmers, they tend to have to most the 
accurate picture on who the most successful farmers are 
and where they are based. They are also well positioned 
to provide information on other markers of  agricultural 
success, about which farmers supply most consistently 
and at what scales.  
 
Also, it is in retailers interest that more farmers manage 
to produce organic products reliably and efficiently, thus 
they would have a business interest in sharing 
information with the farmers. 
Home relationships  
Successful farmers didn’t make it alone, most appeared 
to have succeeded as a close-knit husband/wife team. 
This suggests that farmers should not be trained in 
isolation. Thought should be given to jointly 
capacitating husbands/wives/families in other aspects of 
farm business. This appeared to be a major blind spot 
among supporting organisations.  
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Private sector input suppliers Expecting farmers to be achieving the idealistic goal of 
total farm sufficiency in terms of generating on farm 
inputs such as seedlings and compost is setting them up 
for failure. Relationships with good compost and 
seedling suppliers came out as particularly important to 
success not just because of the critical materials they 
supplied, but also because they unlock access to 
important specialist information. Private sector input 
suppliers like these play an important role in the niche 
and should not be underestimated.  
 
As with retailers, input suppliers share a vested interest 
in farmer success. Unlike agricultural extension agents, 
farmers beyond the subsistence level tend to see input 
providers and retailers on a regular basis, so both can be 
effective connectors to a large base of farmers. !
Other successful farmers in 
local context 
In the organic context, given how few farmers exist, 
care needs to be taken not to overwhelm those that offer 
help. Working to document and digitize this pioneer 
knowledge may be one way of greatly expanding access 
to valuable knowledge resources without over burdening 
practitioners with teaching requests. Involving farmers’ 
spouses in training processes may also assist in 
exampling teaching capacity.  
Civil society organisations Play an important role in the learning landscape of some 
niche actors – particularly emerging farmers. This is 




Net-Map was not originally intended for use in an educational context. Despite this it proved well 
suited to supporting learning within niche environments.  In order to refine its efficacy in these spaces 
we reflect on a number of potential limitations that were observed.    
Blind spots & social bias 
The method was good at identifying where exchanges of information were and were not taking place. 
However, in the case where no connection was present, this could have been for a number of reasons. 
This ranged from not having useful knowledge to contribute, to not having time to contribute 
knowledge or intentionally withholding information.  Net-Map in its default format may at times 
struggle to differentiate between these unless a large sample of actors is taken from different corners 
of a network. In smaller sample sizes, this has the potential to create blind spots in the knowledge 
landscape where actors who are not richly connected are assumed not to have valuable knowledge.    
Similarly, the weighting of particularly vocal and/or extrovert actors within a system may be skewed 
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because they enjoy social interaction and connectivity.  
While the risk of blind spots is common to most methods, remaining cognoscente of the blind spots in 
this case can help guide Net-Map facilitators to!use!the!qualitative!discussion!that!happens!during!the!mapping,!to!discuss!the!quality!of!the!linkages!and!the!reasons!why!links!do!or!don’t!exist. 
Overlaps between competence and incompetence 
If network connectivity, frequency and influence are to be used as a frontline proxy for knowledge 
validation in the absence of scientific or curriculum review processes, care needs to be taken in 
determining which specific competencies the network is ascribing to a specific actor and which they 
are not. The process as it currently stands is not designed to do this and requires modification if it is to 
be applied in this context (see Revised Net-Map Approach in Annexure A). 
Discussions with participants during the Net-Map process about the type of knowledge particular 
actors had which they deemed to be valuable became a critical component in the process. Without 
careful documentation of this qualitative, actor-specific information, there is a risk that competence in 
a specific area results in false assumptions of competence in other fields. The fact that an actor has 
become a knowledge resource through their mastery of one aspect of a system does not mean their 
knowledge around other aspects is deemed credible by the network.  
We found that adding simple notes to the connection arrows enabled us to ensure this information was 
reflected in the final maps. Depending on the level of detail required, investigators may find it useful 
to include this step in this overall process as respondents ascribed the connections between the various 
actors.  
Lacks some general educational elements  
The basic Net-Map method which we applied to this process lacked some features that would have 
been useful to potential students and teachers alike. For example, while it indicated who the valuable 
knowledge resources were, it gave very little specific information of: 
● The availability of these resources. How willing was a specific actor to share their 
knowledge and did they have time? !
● Their level of teaching experience.!
● Nature of potential teaching resource (eg. digital, institutional, individual)  !
 
However, we found a notable strength of the Net-Map method to be the ease with it can be adapted 
and customised. In our revised method presented in Annexure A, we provide simple ‘fixes’ to the 
aforementioned gaps.  
Reliant on social capital  
As the strength of the process rests on being able to get direct information from the most successful 
actors within a given system, the absence of sufficient social capital required to access these actors 
could make the Net-Map process difficult and time-consuming to execute effectively. 
In our experience, the social capital of the NGO we represented, paired with existing relationships 
with certain actors, assisted substantially in enabling access to the full spectrum of actors we sought to 
interview. It also made the process of securing actor participation quick and easy despite the 
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substantial time pressure and research-fatigue faced by some actors within the system.  
From a sampling perspective, the application of the method in the field was also made easier by our 
intermediate awareness of the system to which we applied the method. Awareness of keystone actors 
who can act as filters for the kinds of skill sets you are looking to profile was particularly useful. In 
our example, the alternative food retailers served this function. In cases where less is known about the 




In weighing up the strengths and limitations of Net-Map as a support tool in educational contexts, a 
noteworthy attribute of the method is the ease with which it can be adapted on the ground, to fit the 
needs of a specific context. Thus, while Net-Map in its current form yielded some useful insights, 
customisation of the method to improve its utility to educators is relatively simple. As alluded to 
earlier, gathering education-specific baseline information during the mapping process could make a 
big difference in the use of the Net-Maps to support learning processes.  
 An indication into some important educational characteristics of the listed actors could include: 
● The availability and/or interest of an actor to be involved in teaching!
● The level of teaching experience!
● Nature of the potential teaching resource (Digital/Institution/Individual) !
● Specific area of competency !
 
The main challenge in customisation is balancing the desire to add new layers of data collection with 
the need to retain the simplicity that made the method so effective. Therefore, in thinking about 
process customisation, as much thought needs to be given to which layers of data collection can be 
discarded, as to those which can be added.  
For example, the original Net-Map approach suggests listing actor goals or objectives. However, in 
our experience, this added a layer of data which was not warranted in this context. The process moved 
more smoothly and freed up time for inclusion of more relevant data when this step was excluded. In 
this context, we suggest removing listing actor goals/objectives to make time for more education 
specific information.  
Naturally, the larger the number of actors reflected in respondents networks, the more important this 
point of retaining simplicity becomes.  
In Annexure A we propose a customised Net-Map process, The Net-Map Learning Landscape. This 
provides a foundational customisation for educators working with Net-Map as an exploratory 
planning tool for curriculum development for emerging career fields.  
 
5.6.4%REFLECTION%ON%THE%MULTI>LEVEL%PERSPECTIVE%HEURISTIC%%!In!considering!how!these!findings!link!back!to!the!MLP!heuristic!around!systemic!transitions,!we!note!that!the!MLP!views!learning!taking!place!at!a!niche!level!as!a!prerequisite!to!the!mainstreaming!of!emerging!sustainability!innovations.!In!the!context!of!what!we!refer!to!as!




The effectiveness of niche networks depends on the collective capacity to facilitate exchanges of 
information and resources. In the terminology of network analysis, this capacity is known as the 
network’s ‘‘navigability’’ (Nexus 2002; Spielman 2009). For those working in emerging knowledge 
environments, Net-Map, quite literally, provides a means to map out uncharted actor networks so that 
they can be effectively navigated.  
For learning 
Place-based education is an orientation that depends most of all on who the “educators” and 
“learners” are and how, where, and why they are coming together. Net-Mapping has the ability to 
support and structure this coming-together of actors within a local system around particular learning 
goals which they themselves define.  In the context of emerging career fields, where pioneer 
knowledge is fragmented and poorly documented, Net-Map could prove useful as an entry point 
during the preparatory phase curriculum planning and design - particularly in assisting training 
designers, course conveners and facilitators to move beyond flawed assumptions and uncertainty in 
order to provide contextually informed insights into: 
1. What should be taught?  
2. Who/what are the most suitable actors and resources are for teaching this? 
3. What kinds of networks of relationship matter most for the local working context students are 
entering?  
4. Pathways for supporting students to cultivate these relational networks  
 
In doing so, Net-Map enhances the navigability of locally grounded networks of practice by providing 
answers to some of these ‘who’, ‘how’ and ‘where’ questions.  
Furthermore, we believe there to be a secondary opportunity for the use of Net-Map by students. Our 
experience, in South Africa, is that training institutions working to support bottom-up sustainability 
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innovation tend to be under-resourced and thinly spread on the ground. This means that students often 
travel long distances from their homes in order to attend relatively short training courses in larger 
towns or cities. On arrival, students may find that training institutions have neither the time nor the 
locally relevant knowledge to support each individual student to develop knowledge relevant to their 
home context. Furthermore, reliance on distant training centers also perpetuates disempowering social 
narratives among youth that the knowledge necessary for change will come from outside, rather than 
within.  
In the hands of students such as these, Net-Map offers a way to ameliorate these challenges. Firstly, 
its simplicity means it could be taught to students over the course of a single day, empowering them 
with a simple means of structuring a continued learning process on return home. Secondly, it 
empowers and encourages students to focus on the existing local knowledge within their own 
communities.  
For students it is a practical tool for answering questions like:  
1. Are there existing informal networks within my context that can support my journey?  
2. What kinds of things do I need to be learning about in order to succeed in my context?  
3. Who/what are the best available resources I can draw on for this learning that have worked 
for others like me?  
4. When faced with a particular kind of challenge, who can I turn to?  
 
For investing 
Beyond the immediate learning applications, Net-Map provides a sense-making framework for 
various types of funders and investors seeking to support the evolution of niche spaces. By identifying 
who the niche believes to be the most important and influential actors are, as well as illustrating the 
relationships between them, Net-Map provides a suite of useful information such as: which actors 
warrant investment and why, as well as what the knock-on effects of such investments might be for 
other actors in the network.  
 
5.7$CONCLUSION$!
This paper presupposes that in order to accelerate sustainability transitions, broadly applicable, cost-
effective tools for mainstreaming niche innovation are needed. It acknowledges that the practical 
challenges of achieving this at scale for knowledge-intensive transitions (such as agriculture) are 
daunting. Remembering that 90% of the 800 million youth predicted to enter the African job market 
by 2050 are predicted to have no form of tertiary training, we assert that in regions with weak 
educational infrastructure and rapidly growing youth populations, the need for new methods of 
knowledge dissemination is particularly great.  
With regards to the need for new methods, our findings suggest that Net-Map could serve as one such 
method. Placed in the hands of educational practitioners in grass-roots civil society organisations and 
other training providers, Net-Map serves as a navigational aid in connecting learners to fragmented 
practitioner knowledge - particularly so in emerging career fields where formal curricula have not yet 
been developed. In the case study, Net-Map proved useful in identifying knowledge networks and 
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actors that influenced the successful establishment of new livelihoods. It also demonstrated that it 
could assist in validating informal learning resources.  
These attributes make Net-Map a potentially low-cost method for circumventing traditionally costly 
approaches to curriculum development and accreditation – assisting community-based actors to make 
sense of the confusion surrounding emerging career fields. The method’s ability to connect learners to 
communities of practice also implies alignment with the kinds of place-based pedagogies advocated 
for by educational theorists (Sobel 2004; Parr & Horn 2006; Spielman et. al. 2008; Wals et al. 2017) 
engaging with questions of socio-ecological sustainability. 
While the method held promise in its existing form, we note that it was not originally designed 
specifically for use in the education sector. To improve the method’s utility in educational settings, 
some basic adaptations were proposed under the banner of the Net-Map Leaning Landscape.  
Importantly, the research did not go on to test the application of the method’s traits empirically with 
students. Nor did it undertake a direct comparison with other approaches. As such, we suggest 
cautious experimentation with this tool in educational contexts in parallel with existing approaches. 
Empirical testing of the revised method is needed to begin developing a more comprehensive 
understanding of the potential efficacy of Net-Map in an educational setting. That said, the easy-to-
use, open-source nature of the method suggests that it would be easy for grass-roots activists, 
educators and students to customise and deploy. !!! $
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Network%mapping%%! 2. Actor!selection!! a. Ask:!“Who!is!involved!in!this!process?”!!b. Write!names!on!actor!cards!and!distribute!on!empty!NetNMap!sheet!!!! !
!! !
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! 3. Drawing!of!links!!! a. Ask:!“Who!is!linked!to!whom?”!Go!through!the!links!one!by!one!(e.g.!“Who!gives!money!to!whom?!Who!gives!information!to!whom?”)!!b. Draw!arrows!between!actor!cards!according!to!interviewees!directions.!!c. If!two!actors!exchange!something!(e.g.!information)!draw!double!headed!arrows.!If!actors!exchange!more!than!one!thing,!add!differently!colored!arrow!heads!to!existing!links.!!!!!
!! Note,!that!it!is!important!in!this!step!that!interviewee!and!interviewer!have!the!same!understanding!of!what!a!link!means.!Sometimes!it!is!helpful!to!ask!for!examples,!e.g.:!If!there!is!a!formal!command!line!between!A!and!B,!what!is!their!relationship!like!in!practice,!what!does!this!mean?!! !
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! 4. Influence!Towers!!! a. Ask:!“How!strongly!do!actors!influence![for+example]!the+success+of+an+organic+
farmer+in+your+region?”!!b. Explain!/!agree!on!a!definition!of!influence!with!your!interviewee,!clarify!that!this!is!about!influence!on![for+example]!the+success+of+an+organic+farmer+in+your+
region!and!not!influence!in!the!world!at!large.!Also,!remind!interviewee!that!this!is!not!a!question!about!how!it!should!be!but!how!it!actually!is.!!c. Ask!interviewee!to!assign!influence!towers!to!actors!using!checkers!pieces,!bicycle!ball!bearings,!Lego!™!blocks!or!other!stackable!pieces!to!build!these!towers:!The!higher!the!influence!on!the!issue!at!stake,!the!higher!the!tower.!Towers!of!different!actors!can!be!of!the!same!height.!Actors!with!no!influence!can!be!put!on!ground!level.!Towers!can!be!as!high!as!interviewees!want.!!i. Place!influence!towers!next!to!actor!cards!(see!picture!3)!!ii. Verbalize!setNup!and!give!interviewee!the!chance!to!adjust!towers!before!noting!height!of!tower!on!the!NetNMap!(important!for!documentation!purpose)!!
!! !
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! 6. Rate!resource!availability.!On!a!scale!of!1N3!how!accessible!is!this!resource!to!students?!This!can!be!colour!coded.!!! Green:!Willing!and!able!to!teach/share/help!–!good!resource!!Orange:!Willing!but!time!stressed!–!proceed!with!care!Red:!Unlikely!to!be!able!to!assist!–!last!resort!!!
!! ! !
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6.!CONCLUSION!!!This!research!is!set!against!the!backdrop!of!a!growing!youth!crisis!and!a!broken!food!system!that!exacts!an!untenable!toll!on!the!environment!while!increasingly!marginalising!people!N!particularly!black!youth!and!the!poor.!Thus!the!overarching!aims!of!this!study!were!!to!enhance!the!understanding!of!youth!perspectives!on!agricultural!careers!specifically!in!South!Africa!as!well!as!to!better!understand!how!and!where!transformative!food!system!knowledge!is!developing.!In!light!of!the!paradoxical!turn!away!from!land!based!livelihoods!in!the!face!of!exceptionally!high!levels!of!youth!unemployment!in!South!Africa,!this!thesis!argues!a!seemingly!obvious!but!often!overlooked!point:!Support!to!youth!in!agriculture!should!be!responsive!to!the!perspectives!and!aspirations!of!young!people.!This!means!stepping!back!from!a!narrow!focus!on!how!to!integrate!young!people!into!the!existing!system,!and!asking!instead,!what!it!is!about!agriculture!that!resonates!with!youth!and!what!kind!of!food!system!they!envision!for!their!futures?!!What!emerged!from!Chapter!3!was!a!strong!set!of!negative!social!stigmas!relating!to!agricultural!careers.!However,!in!juxtaposition!to!this!many!youth!held!a!deep!passion!towards!working!sustainably!on!the!land,!a!desire!to!be!entrepreneurial!and!placed!value!on!work!that!made!a!social!contribution!to!their!community!and!country.!It!was!recognised!that!the!prevailing!corporate!food!regime!was!becoming!increasingly!unequal!and!did!not!resonate!with!the!aspirations!of!the!majority!of!young!South!Africans.!Furthermore,!Chapter!2!suggested!that!the!agricultural!sector!under!the!corporate!food!regime!is!shedding!jobs!and!is!unlikely!to!be!able!to!make!a!meaningful!contribution!to!addressing!youth!unemployment!without!significant!structural!reforms.!This!fact!was!mirrored!in!both!the!literature!and!strategic!policy!documents!such!as!the!National!Development!Plan.!With!this!in!mind,!Chapters!4!and!5!set!out!to!investigate!alternative!spaces!in!the!food!system.!Niche!environments,!in!particular,!where!things!worked!in!ways!that!aligned!with!youth!aspirations,!as!well!as!providing!an!ecologically!sustainable!model!for!what!employment!intensive!food!system!reforms!could!look!like.!A!broad!survey!of!various!transitions!literatures!indicated!that!understanding!and!supporting!niche!innovation!and!growth!through!collective!learning!is!vital!to!leveraging!niche’s!role!in!wider!systemic!transitions.!Therefore,!to!avoid!becoming!too!broad!in!scope,!the!research!focussed!specifically!on!the!transformative!competencies.!Interestingly,!formal!training!institutions!and!stateNled!extension!services!were!completely!absent!from!the!niche!knowledge!economy.!However,!in!their!place!dynamic,!informal!and!often!digital!learning!networks!had!risen!to!fill!the!gap.!Despite!their!many!challenges!and!limitations,!these!loose!learning!networks!appeared!to!operate!at!a!very!low!cost!despite!displaying!a!high!degree!of!pedagogic!sophistication.!!Thus,!my!unique!contribution!to!this!broader!debate!around!youth!and!food!system!transformation!has!been!to!twofold.!Firstly!to!explicitly!recognise,!seek,!obtain!and!understand!youth’s!perspectives!on!agricultural!careers!so!as!to!better!inform!work!intended!to!engage!them!in!such!careers.!And,!secondly,!to!better!understand!how!the!experiential!and!often!
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Accepting!that!the!transition!to!a!socially!just!and!ecologically!sustainable!food!system!is!a!knowledge!intensive!undertaking,!raises!questions!about!how!to!equip!youth!for!this!challenge.!!In!the!first!instance:!Where!will!the!knowledge!for!an!agrarian!transition!come!from?!!And,!given!the!current!focus!and!limited!reach!of!conventional!training!institutions,!how!can!a!significant!number!of!youth!be!connected!to!the!requisite!knowledge?!This!question!of!where!the!knowledge!for!transitions!will!come!from!requires!radically!different!approaches!given!that!90%!of!African!youth!will!have!no!formal!tertiary!qualification!when!they!commence!their!working!lives.!!Seen!from!the!MLP!perspective,!the!youth!employment!crisis!in!South!Africa,!as!well!as!more!broadly!on!the!continent,!represents!a!exogenous!‘landscape!level’!pressure!which!will!impact!on!the!way!in!which!the!current!food!regime!evolves.!!!By!and!large,!current!training!and!support!services!in!the!food!system!already!are,!or!are!being!encouraged!to!become,!employment!focussed!(Minde!et+al.+2015).!!However,!in!striving!to!align!training!and!support!services!with!the!changing!employment!needs!of!a!corporatised!food!regime,!wellNintended!training!institutions!may!contribute!towards!underpinning!the!unsustainable!trajectory!of!the!current!food!system.!While!the!logic!of!matching!training!with!work!opportunities!may!seem!logical!in!the!short!term,!taking!a!longer,!systemic!view!on!unemployment!and!the!failing!food!system!suggests!this!logic!is!flawed!and!that!it!will!reinforce!the!negatives!of!unemployment,!poverty,!inequality,!injustice!and!unsustainability.!!Presently!the!flaws!in!this!logic,!along!with!the!trend!towards!agricultural!jobNshedding!that!characterises!the!current!food!regime,!may!be!more!apparent!in!places!like!South!Africa!than!in!countries!with!more!vibrant!smallholder!farming!sectors.!This!is!due!to!the!advanced!stages!of!food!system!consolidation!and!industrialisation!brought!about,!in!part,!by!apartheid!and!the!opening!up!of!the!sector!to!“market!forces”!after!democracy.!However,!while!this!difference!in!national!levels!of!consolidation!may!be!the!case!at!present,!‘growth!opportunities![beyond!South!Africa]!have!driven!both!farming!and!agribusiness!capitals!to!move!into!other!African!countries,!attempting!to!reproduce!agroNfood!systems!similarly!centred!on!the!dominance!of!large!capital’!(Hall!&!Cousins!2018,!p12).! The!!evidence!reviewed!in!this!thesis!suggests!that!nurturing!and!scaling!the!transformative!potential!embedded!within!sustainability!niches!is!central!to!achieving!positive!systemic!transitions.!Yet,!because!a!transition!to!a!sustainable!food!system!will!be!a!knowledge!intensive!process!(as!argued!in!Chapters!2,!4!and!5),!achieving!a!meaningful!transition!to!a!sustainable!food!system!will!require!training!that!breaks!current!systemic!lockNin!and!builds!the!skills!needed!to!disrupt!the!current!unsustainable!trajectory.!Due!to!the!significant!numbers!of!people!in!need!of!employment,!and!the!shortage!of!trainers!with!the!necessary!transitional!competencies,!radical!new!models!of!capacity!development!are!required.!These!models!need!to!be!able!to!amplify!and!transfer!tiny!pockets!of!placeNbased!experience!to!very!large!audiences!in!a!costNeffective!manner.!To!do!this,!these!new!capacity!building!models!will!need!to!be!able!to!operate!both!within!the!struggling!formal!training!and!extension!sectors!as!well!as!beyond!them!in!new!formations.!In!thinking!beyond!existing!formal!capacity!building!models,!the!research!suggests!the!need!to!think!specifically!about!how!to!support!and!empower!local!civil!society,!farmerNled!organisations!and!aspirant!farming!communities!with!new!tools!for!amplifying!latent!and!fragmented!knowledge!resources!in!their!specific!contexts.!!



















Paper 1.  
Youth 
Narratives on 
careers in the 
food system  
 
•  Youth attitudes towards careers in agriculture vary greatly. 
• Approximately one third of the surveyed youth expressed a 
clear interest in agriculture. 
• There is a vocational element to youths’ interest in agriculture 
which persisted in spite of a range of pervasive social 
norms and stigmas.  
• Youth’s positive aspirations for work in the sector tended to 
differ to the kinds of jobs created by an increasingly 
corporatized food regime. 
• Currently the agricultural sector remains a source of 
disappointment, uncertainty and humiliation for 
enthusiastic youth who attempt to engage in farming on 
their own as well as those seeking wage labour on 
commercial farms.  
• Black youth and their families have very few role positive 
models to draw on in the agricultural sector, largely 
becasue so few success stories exist in their communities, 
and big agriculture is still dominated by distant white 
farmers.   
     
Primary recommendation: 
Interests and expectations of youth are sufficient to warrant 
state investment into engaging them as active co-creators in 
the re-design of the food system based on the principles of 
accumulation from below (see section 2.2.4). 
Youth recommended: 
• Career guidance and information at school level to assist 
them in making informed decisions about their futures. 
• Support to study agriculture and other related fields. 
• More job opportunities in the sector. 
• Better support in the form of start-up inputs, extension 
services and drought relief to those who do start their own 
farms. 
 Additional recommendations:  
• Increase the visibility and access to mentors and role models 
to youth and their families.  
• Improved support and investment into a relatively prolific set 
of aspirant micro-farmers and agricultural entrepreneurs. 
• Methods of grassroots learning and information sharing are 
needed that are capable of transcending education and 
extension services beset with long-term structural 
challenges. These need to focus on holistic learning at a 
family level instead of focussing on the notion of an individual 
farmer. 
   
Youth are interested, but a new 
kind of food system will be 
needed for this to work.  




Paper 2.  
Knowledge 
Networks in a 
South African 
niche 
• Practitioners such as farmers, input suppliers, and alternative 
retailers lead innovation within South African food system 
niche networks 
•  Formalised training institutions and state supported 
extension services were absent from niche knowledge 
networks 
• Niche knowledge in the SA food system is often fragmented 
and poorly documented, which limits diffusion 
• The absence of teaching resources  and capacity within the 
niche environment impedes the spread of niche innovations 
within and beyond the niche 
• Niche learning networks offer valuable insights for wider 
educational innovation 
 
• Support the documentation of validated practitioner 
knowledge in niche environments  
• Empower and support youth to connect to informal 
communities of practice within sustainability niches  
• Support trainers within existing training institutions 
appreciate the value of niche spaces and support them to 
navigate these 
• Encourage investment into knowledge/information brokerage 
in niche spaces  
• Invest in initiatives that niches map, record and disseminate 
their knowledge – eg JMF Market Gardeners Success Group 
/ Document and digitise pioneer knowledge 
Rich and relevant knowledge 
exists in the niche, reflecting the 
kinds of careers that youth were 
looking for in paper 1. However, 
there are very few opportunities 
for youth to access this niche 
knowledge and develop the 
relationships and competencies 
they require to succeed.  
New ways of connecting youth 
to niche spaces are needed.   
Paper 3.  
Net-Map tool 
for navigation 
niche learning  
• Experience with the tool allowed for modifications to improve 
its effectiveness in educational contexts - Net-Map Learning 
Landscapes  
• Net-Map in its current and/or adapted form could serve as a 
potential low-cost support tool for niche knowledge brokers 
to achieve recommendations 1-5 above 
• Pilot Net-Map Learning Landscapes among training 
institutions, civil society organisations, government extension 
workers and other knowledge brokers working in niche 
environments  
• Feedback results to develop an empirical basis for further 
improvement of the toolkit 
Net-Map Learning Landscapes 
could assist in linking youth to 
niche knowledge as well as 
supporting knowledge 
brokerage within niche 
environments 
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onceptual synthesis of youth experiences as they pursue careers'!
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competencies!required!to!transition!from!subsistence!to!livelihood!farming!in!the!current!market!environment!are!substantial.!Achieving!financial!profitability!through!climatic!ups!and!downs!requires!skills!that!span!small!business!management,!financial!planning,!agronomy,!chemistry!and!physics.!In!total,!a!far!broader!skill!set!than!most!other!careers.!Achieving!financial!profitability!in!ways!which!are!socially!and!ecologically!regenerative!demands!that!on!top!of!these!skills!farmers!(or!perhaps!more!accurately!families!and!communities!who!farm)!possess!a!deep!ethical!commitment!paired!with!tenacity,!creativity!and!sensitivity.!Yet!despite!its!highly!demanding!nature!the!traditional!image!of!agriculture!is!of!something!primitive!and!antiquated;!a!career!path!‘of!the!elderly’!to!use!the!words!of!many!of!the!youth!surveyed!in!Chapter!3.!!The!learning!networks!in!Chapters!4!and!5!demonstrated!the!that!informal!learning!networks!in!the!food!system!niche!that!was!studied!were!highly!adaptive!and!efficient.!However,!as!effective!as!they!are!in!context,!the!work!of!scaling!out!and!deep!will!place!a!hugh!teaching!burden!on!the!existing!niche.!In!order!to!scale!out!the!knowledge!and!competency!sets!that!underpin!alternative!systems!new!grass4roots!approaches!to!transfer!and!amplification#are!needed.!One4on4one!farm!apprenticeships,!as!desirable!and!effective!as!they!are,!cannot!remain!the!primary!means!through!which!pioneering!practitioners!pass!on!their!knowledge.!There!is!a!need!to!consider!how!to!increase!the!141!nature!of!this!engagement!to!factors!of!14100!and!more.!Given!the!need!to!increase!the!impact!of!pioneer!knowledge!exponentially,!the!documentation!and!digitisation!of!pioneer!knowledge!seems!like!a!particularly!low4hanging!fruit.!New!methods!should!be!capable!of!working!in!partnership!with!existing!regime!actors!such!as!state!led!extension!services!and!established!tertiary!institutions,!but!without!reliance!on!them.!Chapters!4!and!5!suggest!that!this!may!mean!further!developing!civil!society!organisations!while!concurrently!providing!investment!and!support!into!niche!networks!and!the!pioneering!system!activists!that!drive!them.!Examples!of!this!from!the!South!African!context!could!include!national!and!provincial!participatory!gaurentee!system!(PGS)!networks!and!sector!bodies!like!the!South!African!Organic!Sector!Organisation!(SAOSO).!!It!may!also!mean!academia!in!particular!could!play!a!critical!‘pollinator’!role.!By!shifting!from!a!knowledge!creator!to!a!knowledge!pollinator!specically!in!the!South!Africa!food!space,!academia!could!lead!efforts!to!validate,!document!and!disseminate!practitioner!led!innovation.!This!could!accelerate!the!pace!at!which!niche!innovation!can!find!its!way!into!institutional!curricula.!Chapter!4!also!indicates!a!potentially!important!role!for!private!sector!input!suppliers.!!However,!in!considering!approaches!to!scaling,!Nilsson!cautions!that,!‘It’s!not!only!about!scaling!the!visible,!but!also!the!invisible.!We!can’t!just!look!at!observable,!tangible!things!like!projects,!products,!programmes,!organisations.’!(Nilsson,!2013!p1).!He!draws!attention!to!the!need!to!consider!the!people,!experiences,!stories!and!relationships!at!the!heart!of!what!it!is!we!are!trying!to!scale.!!!!





























































COMMUNAL%LEARNING%%!Connecting!to!the!roadmap!alluded!to!in!section!6.6.2,!this!research!indicated!a!clear!need!for!more!active!support!to!existing!knowledge!and!innovation!brokers!within!the!niche!environment.!Building!a!clearer!picture!of!what!kinds!of!brokerage!already!exist!and!how!better!to!support!these!would!be!valuable.!!In!addition!there!was!a!clear!need!to!identify!and!pilot!new!approaches!to!skills!development!in!rural!and!urban!areas!that!focuses!explicitly!on!learning!at!household!and!communal!level.!!This!could!include,!approaches!for:!1. !Identifying!and!ultilising!local!knowledge!resources!for!teaching!2. Embedding!teaching!resources!in!rural!communities!to!teach!in!situ!3. Facilitating!better!peer4peer!knowledge!exchange!4!digitally!and!otherwise!!
6.6.4.%UNDERSTANDING%WHAT%HAPPENS%IN%THE%HOUSEHOLD%AND%WHAT%THIS%MEANS%FOR%
TRAINING%
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